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ORCHARD BRAND
ARSENATE OF LEAD
IS USED FOR KILLING
CODLING MOTH AND
CHEWING INSECTS.

This is one of the important
materials used in spraying trees.

The Mechanical or Physical

condition of Arsenate of Lead is

of more importance than usually

realized. Coarse, gummy mater-
ials cannot be easily mixed or

kept in good suspension in the

spray tank. A fine Mechanical or

Physical condition is one of the

great merits of our Arsenate of

Lead. As now manufactured, it

can be readily stirred in the orig-

inal container into a creamy con-

sistency and put directly into the

spray tank, without the trouble

of rubbing to a thin paste, as is

necessary with other makes. This
saves TIME in preparing, insures

good suspension in the spray tank,

which means an even distribution

of a thin film of poison over the

surface of the sprayed area and
obtaining satisfactory results.

Orchard Brand Powdered Ar-

senate of Lead is double the

strength of the Paste, and when
used in water only one-half the

quantity of the preparation is re-

quired. It is finely divided, fluffy,

white powder that mixes readily

with water and remains in good
suspension when diluted in spray
tank. To control Codling Moth
and similar insects, use 2 pounds
to 100 gallons of water.

It may be used for dusting
truck crops and other plants by
combining it with Land Plaster,

air-soaked lime or flour.

When combined with these,care

should be exercised to thoroughly
mix the materials in order to get

a uniform coating of poison.

General Chemical Co.
Insecticide Dept.

SAN FRANCISCO

r

Hardie Orchard Gun 42"?
Here it is, the new Hardie Spray Gun that is

revolutionizing spraying methods. Does the work
quicker and easier than ever before. This device
shoots an enveloping spray, carrying the spray to
the tree tops. Takes the place of the cumber-
some spray rods and tower. With the Hardie
Orchard Gun you can spray all day and hardly
notice it. Spray easily regulated. No complicated
parts to get out of order. Lasts for years. Made
by Hardie Manufacturing Company, manufactur-
ers of Hardie hand and power sprayers and spray-
ing devices for over 18 years. See one at your
dealer's or send direct to us. Guaranteed satis-

factory or money back.

Hardie Spray Pump
Without question the simplest pump ever put on a

sprayer; gives high pressure and big capacity—smooth-
est working, saves gasoline. Many growers are increas-
ing the capacity of their sprayers by putting on Hardie
cpray pumps. Easy to install and made in sizes to fit

your needs. Same design pump as used on the famous
line of Hardie Power Sprayers. Contains all Hardie fea-
tures such as Manganese steel crankshaft, phosphor
bronze bearings, threadless valve cages and pressure
legulator—an integral part of the pump. The one pump
that has made good everywhere.

Write for Hardie Catalog. Describes Hardie 1918
sprayers and spraying devices. Know about the Hardie
line before you buy.

THE HARDIE MANUFACTURING CO.
Hudson, Mich.

Branches in Portland, Ore.; Kansas City, Mo.; Hagerstown, Md.,-

Brockport, N. Y.

Get My New Prices for 1918!
On Spreaders Tractors -7 Engines-- Se^^

Find out and satisfy yourself how much you can save by getting your farm imple-
ments direct from Galloway—the maker. This direct dealing is actually buying at
wholesale, and even less, and saves you to 50r» on everything you need on the farm
—Spreaders, Tractors, Engines, Separators, Wagons, Implements, Vehicles. I'll tell

•

you why you can save by direct buying in my big, free book. I'll also tell you where
the extra money goes—the money you save by dealing direct with the manufacturer.

WriteforMyFreeBookThat Keepsthe PricesDown
It's the greatest bargnin book ever published, and will save my fanner friends thousands and thousands of

dollars. Write nic for the book today. A postal will do. Let this book be your buying guide
and save you JJOO to $500 on your summer purchases. Don't hesitate. Dent put it off— bul
send tonight for my biff money-saving boolc* Advantageous shipping points save you treieht-

WM. CiUiOWAY, Frei., WM. GAUOWAH CO.,IOS7CALIOWAY STATION, WATERLOO, IOWA

HI Size Engine*

Separators iS»egHp|» taiAuowiV

You Heed

THE GOLDEN GATE WEED CUTTER
Greatest Weed Cuttor on the Market Today

Cuts seven feet or lesa, weigha 230 pounds aud It ail made of
steel. The Golden Gat« Weed Cutter is the greatest of Its kind
on the niJLrket. For workmarjship, aimpUclty and durability It

cannot be excelled, as It d»e» Iti w»rk to perfection. Those
who are using It say that no mouej could buy It If th«y could
not get another. It not only cut* all klnda of weeds, but culti-
vates the groimd as well. One user said that It hag saved him
$200.00, as he did not have to plow after using.
Write for free deecrlptive drcuUr and list of testimonials

from those who have purchased maoiilcos and praise It in every
way.

Manufactured by C. C. SIGURD
Capital Ave. and McKee Road San Jose, Cal.
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SIMONS, SHUTTLEWORTH & CO.
LIVERPOOL AND MANCHESTER

SIMONS, JACOBS & CO. GARCIA, JACOBS & CO.
GLASGOW LONDON

Agencies and Representatives in Every Important European Market

European Receivers of American Fruits
FOR MARKET INFORMATION ADDRESS

SIMONS, SHUTTLEWORTH & FRENCH CO. SIMONS FRUIT CO. SIMONS, SHUTTLEWORTH, WEBLING CO.
204 Franklin Street, New York Toronto and Montreal 46 Clinton Street, Boston

OUR SPECIALTIES ARE APPLES AND PEARS

The Old Reliable

BELL & CO.
Incorporated

WHOLESALE

Fruits and Produce

112-114 Front Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

W. H. DRYER W. W. BOLLAM

DRYER, BOLLAM & CO.
GENERAL

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
128 FRONT STREET

Phones: Main 2348 a^..^. ^w^w~.^^'^,
A 3348 PORTLAND, OREGON

MARK LEVY & CO.
Commission Merchants

Wholesale Fruits

121-123 Front St. and
200 Washington St.

PORTLAND, OREGON

Pittsburgh Perfect Cement
COStfid N^ilS 0^ highest standard

The Heads don't come off. Given Preference by Largest Pacific Coast Packers

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY BY
PITTSBURGH STEEL COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

A. C. RULOFSON COMPANY, Pacific Coast Agents
359 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, California

W. van Diem
Lange Franken Straat 45, 47, 49, 51, 61

ROTTERDAM, HOLLAND

European Receivers of American Fruits

Eldest and First-Class
House in this Branch

Cable Address: W. Vandiem
ABC Code used; 5th Edition

Our Specialties Are

Apples,Pears,Naval Oranges

ARCADIA
America's Greatest Orchard Project

The home of the big ' 'A' ' brand of apples.
Winner of first prize at the National Apple Show, 1916,

in shippers' contest.

Only 22 miles from Spokane, Washington

Gravity Irrigation. Healthful Climate

Pleasant Surroundings

Tracts sold on easy monthly payments.
Send for free booklet.

Arcadia Orchards Company
DEER PARK, WASHINGTON

ORCHARDISTS
SUPPLY
HOUSE

Franz Hardware Co.
HOOD RIVER, ORE.
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DO YOU KNOW
Tl-iof nitrogen is the real energizer in practically all

fertilizers.

'J'J^^^
in most fertilizers the nitrogen is not available

until changed to a nitrated form, resulting in your
having to wait for nature to act.

That in NITRATE OF SODA—already
in nitrated form, no delay is experienced, the 15 %
nitrogen—equal to 18% ammonia—being

Immediately Available.

TRY IT THIS SPRING
Remember—Food Will Win the War

NITRATE AGENCIES CO.
LEARY BUILDING, SEATTLE

Pacific Coast Agents

United States Steel

Products Co.

San Francisco
Los Angeles
Portland

Seattle

J.C.PearsonCo. .Inc.

Sole Manufacturers

Old South BIdg.

Boston, Mass.

PEARSON
CONOMY

DHESIVENESS

ELIABILITY

E
A
R
S
oNAILS

in buying Is getting the
best value for the money,

not always in getting the lowest prices.
PEARSON prices are right.

or holding pow-
er is the reason

for PEARSON nails. For twenty years
they have been making boxes strong.
Now, more than ever.

behind the good is

added value. Toucan
rely on our record of fulfillment of every
contract and fair adjustment of every
claim.

ATT<isFAPTTON is assured by ouri^llor/\V^ AlV7i>l long experience In
making nails to suit our customers'
needs. We know what you want; we
guarantee satisfaction.

RTriTlV AT TTV plus experience al-
"A^-'-'-^ A X ways excels imita-

tion. Imitation's highest hope is, to
sometime (not now) equal Pearson—

•

meantime you play safe.

A
I

L

THE FEDERAL RESERVE

SYSTEM

Was created mainly to help

business men and farmers.

To provide plenty of cur-

rency at all times.

To effect a steadier supply

of credit.

Secure these benefits by
banking with us.

I Ladd & Tilton Bank
PORTLAND, OREGON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN THE INTEREST OF MODERN, PROGRESSIVE FRUIT GROWING AND MARKETING

Growing Vegetables for the Cannery and Evaporator
By A. G. B. Bouquet, Division of Horticulture, Section of Vegetable Gardening, Oregon Agricultural College

TIME was when vegetables were of

minor importance in the packing
of various horticultural products

in canneries, and more recently in

evaporators. The packing of a few
vegetables was done between the hand-
ling of fruits and so helped to keep the

plant running more uniformly and
somewhat enlarged the output. This
situation has now been considerably
changed, for the quality of Oregon pro-

ducts being more widely and favorably
known and with vegetables playing an
important part in the feeding of the

warring nations, there has been an in-

creased activity in the vegetable mar-
ket and the packs in all canneries have
been greatly enlarged. At the present
time the Oregon output is of consider-

able importance, and offers to the vege-

table grower a market for all or part of

his crop which formerly did not exist.

Vegetable growers are interested in the

welfare and advancement of the can-
ning and evaporating industries, for

they have made it possible for them to

grow many tons of perishable produce
and many growers have been in a large

measure dependent upon the factories

for the sale of their products. In view
of the somewhat limited opportunities
for marketing fresh vegetables in the

markets of the state, the cannery and
evaporator have stimulated production
in districts where they are operating
and elsewhere, and in case of a glut on
the market of a certain vegetable this

crop could be diverted to a factory
handling it for the purpose of process-
ing it.

With some crops such as celery there
is a great amount of waste due to the
strippings of the stalks in the prepara-
tion of the bunches for the crates. I

saw in a celery field recently strippings

which I later figured to be worth not
less than two hundred dollars to the
grower at the price ordinarily paid for
celery, namely, thirty dollars per ton.

In the case of some other crops such as

onions, the smaller bulbs which may be
graded out for lack of size would make
just as good onions for dehydrating as
the larger bulbs. Cabbage that is burst
slightly will be as fully acceptable as
that which is solid if the cabbage is

going to the kraut factory.

Oregon has already made a reputa-
tion for itself in the vegetables which it

has packed and is packing. A letter to

me recently from a cannery manager
here in the state reveals the fact that,

according to one of the best authorities
on the subject, the Northwest will be
looked for in the future for the largest
amount of string beans in the country.
What is true of the quality of the beans
is true of practically all of our canned

vegetables. Premium prices, or prices

above par, have been paid for Oregon
products. The growth of the industry
is on an upward grade and undoubtedly
will continue in its growth.
As far as the success of the cannery

or evaporator is concerned it is neces-
sary, for the greatest economy, to have
the same located in an area where vege-
tables of all kinds may be suitably

grown. A strictly fruit-growing area
may not be well suited to vegetables
and vice versa. Some of our best vege-
table-growing districts in the state are

at the present time producing little

fruit, so that the factory may not al-

ways be able to be so located as to be
suijplied with both kinds of products
from nearby territory. Growers should
be able to receive more money if the

majority of the produce is nearby
grown, so that the factory is not put to

the expense of paying costly freight

bills, as some of our factories are forced
to do, going even into other states in

order to get their raw material. Our
problems in regard to this business do
not lie in the ability of the soil and
climate here to produce quality vege-
tables, if the grower will do his part in

proper production and delivery.

Where one knows the price that he
will obtain for a certain crop and he is

sure of the market where it is to be
sold, growing a vegetable under con-
tract will be found satisfactory and
ordinarily profitable, provided, how-
ever, the grower meets the conditions
that are necessary for producing vege-
tables of good quality, obtains no less

than a normal yield, and delivers the
product in suitable condition. The suc-
cess of the grower in these particulars
and the prosperity of the factory are,

therefore, two correlated factors. The
success of the one cannot be accom-
plished without the success of the
other.

Two important factors in profitable

vegetable gardening on a contract basis
or for a co-operative concern are: (1)

The securing of a normal yield or more
than a normal yield, and (2) the re-

duction of the items in the cost of pro-
duction to a minimum When no more
than the contract price is to be ob-
tained it can readily be seen that, to

put this business on a profitable basis,

there must be obtained a certain ton-
nage which will offset the cost of pro-
duction and give the grower a reason-
able profit. I will refer to this propo-
sition a little later on.

One of the greatest problems in the
relation of the factory to the grower at

the present time, or at any other time,
is the amount of raw material that will
be delivered to the factory by the

grower. Very often this is a shortage
rather than an oversupply. The fac-
tory management is never certain of
their possibilities of securing their
needs of the raw products. This uncer-
tainty was well exemplified by this last

season's pack, when, due to the dry
summer season and the late spring,
many vegetable areas failed entirely to

deliver anything near a normal yield.

One acreage of beets, for example, that
normally would have given an average
yield from forty-five acres produced no
more than would be obtained from ten
acres. In a similar way, another can-
nery found that the pack of string beans
this year did not equal the output of
last year, although the contract of acre-
age was almost twice as large as in
1916. This shortage of delivery may be
due to classes of factors—one control-
able and the other uncontrolable. Un-
favorable weather conditions are be-
yond our dictation, but we can have
something to say about soil selection,
soil fertilization, maintenance of moist-
ure, planting and caring for the crop,
and the conditions of the vegetables at

delivery. Crop shortage is unprofit-
able to the grower and disappointing to
the factory which relies upon him to
fill a contract delivery, the plant in turn
being looked to for a definite supply
by the brokers or jobbers. The con-
trolable factors affecting what kind of
a delivery will be made and whether
vegetable growing for the factory is

profitable or not are some of the im-
portant problems which I have in mind.

Concerning the distribution of seed
to growers, I do not doubt but that
considerable care is used in getting the
best that can be obtained. It is well to

bear in mind, however, that merely the
question of what variety is to be dis-

tributed is not entirely solving the seed
problem from the grower's standpoint.
Of great importance is the question of
the seed strains, the quality of which
may be good, bad or indifferent.

Recent field trials by experiment
stations show that the differences in
the yield and type of different strains
of the same variety are caused entirely
by the quality and breeding of the
strain to such an extent that in grow-
ing cabbage, for instance, the market-
able value of one strain would be worth
twice as much as that of another, the
poor strains not paying the cost of pro-
duction of the crop grown from them.
Just what plan is to be followed in
buying seed to secure the best is not for
me to say here, but it is of the utmost
importance that more attention be
given to seed quality and seed strains
which are to be given growers to plant.

The question of what beets your grower
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delivers to you is not so much of one
whether he is growing Detroit Dark
Red or Early Model or some other vari-

ety, but more of a question of uni-

formity of color and shape and quality,

which are not characters of any one
variety any more than may be brought
about by the care in selection of a good
strain.

It cannot be too strongly urged upon
factory managers to use every possible

precaution to select seed of the highest
quality for their growers. This part of
the business lies in the hands of the
factory. We must educate the farmer
also to be willing to pay more money
for seed that costs more money to grow
and upon which is spent extra time and
money in selection. It is well to realize

that in growing a vegetable for market
the cost of the seed is from one-
twentieth to one-hundredth of the gross
receipts. Here, then, is one of the
smallest items in the cost of production
and yet one of the most important. It

is unreasonable for us to expect a high-
grade product at an unreasonably low
price. It may not always be that the
price charged and the quality of the
commodity are commensurate, but as a

general rule there is usually a suitable

degree of parallelism between the two.
Going back for a moment to the ques-

tion of a profitable yield, it is noticed
that this has always been one of the
reasons why in many cases growers
have not made money in growing vege-
tables on a contract basis or for co-

operative concerns. With beets at

$25 to $30 per ton, it is necessary that

there be a yield of two tons before the

crop is paid for and profits are begun
to be realized. It will cost approxi-
mately eight dollars per ton to raise

the crop. If cabbage is grown there
must be a yield of five tons before a

profit is started, for it will cost approxi-
mately six dollars to grow the crop.

Ordinarily half of the gross receipts of

a normal yield will equal the cost of
production, although this will vary
with the individual vegetable, but when
the yield is above normal there is less

cost per ton in production and the net

receipts are greater. If good yields are
necessary to put the vegetable business
on a profitable basis, they can only be
obtained by an observation of the fol-

lowing: (1) The proper choice of a

crop for the soil or a soil for the crop.

(2) Fertilization sufficient for the crop
needs. (3) The best preparation of the

ground for the seed. (4) Proper seed-
ing and maintenance of the crop. (5)

Giving the crop due attention and not
considering it of minor importance
with other crops that are being grown
in such a way that the vegetable is

neglected.

In any community where farmers
are solicited to grow a few acres of

vegetables for the factory, there are a

number who, beyond the fact that they
have had a home vegetable garden,
have never produced vegetables on an
acre basis. They do not realize the in-

tricacies of vegetable growing as a busi-

ness and possible underestimate the
necessary conditions under which a

vegetable will best grow. Possibly it is

taken for granted that farmer A or B

knows just the best method of growing
so many acres of beets, beans, carrots,

or what not. After seed is furnished
him he may or may not be left to his

own resources of selection of land, best
methods of fertilization and cultivation,

etc. Is it not a wonder that our fac-

tories do as well as they do in getting

a uniform product in view of the vari-

ation in conditions of growing?
The discrepancies, therefore, that are

to be noted in the yield of vegetables
and the profits made by a grower are

largely determined by the personal ex-

perience, and the attention he gives to

his vegetable growing and the condi-
tions which he has provided for grow-
ing the crop. Fortunately vegetable
growing is no more than a one-season
business, at the end of which mistakes
which have been made can be rectified

in the next year's work. I was talking

recently to a traveling man who is in

the habit of observing field conditions
closely, and who mentioned an instance

of the difference in yield which he ob-

served where the same crop was grown
under like conditions. In this case the

railroad cut a certain field in two parts.

On one side of the track the yield was
twice that on the other side. This was
due to nothing more nor less than the

way in which the land had been farmed
on the two respective portions of the

tract.

If the farmer is not a gardener by
profession he may not fully understand
the soil requirements for vegetables.

He must study closely the relation of

the soil to the vegetaljle and endeavor
to harmonize the two. A Willamette
Valley soil in good fertility may pro-

duce satisfactory yields of grain, but
planted to string beans, beets or cab-

bage, or the like, the yield might be
light and possible unprofitable. Land
that has been built up with manure or
cover crops is the only suitable soil for

vegetables outside of those lands that

are naturally fertile. There must be
quality, size and appearance and yield

in the crop, which cannot be done with
soils of ordinary fertility.

Commercial gardeners of the state,

you will notice, are today operating on
land that is slightly, if not very much,
superior to the ordinary run of farm
land—superior in texture and either in

natural fertility or by actual fertiliza-

tion. Many general farms have pieces

of richer land than found on the rest

of the farm, areas of swale and organic
matter, which if well drained and
utilized will make big yields of the best

crop. These are the parts of the farm
that can be made most profitable by
growing vegetables. There are many
hundreds of acres of land of organic
nature in the state which will in the

future be largely used for vegetables
marketed fresh or delivered to can-
neries or evaporators. Such land is

exemplified by the Lake Labisch dis-

trict near Salem, and the many acres

in Northwestern Oregon from Portland
to the Astoria coast. These lands, to-

gether with other Columbia River acre-

ages, are highly productive, are easily

worked, and have unusual moisture-
holding capacity The amount of vege-
tables that could be produced on these

lands ought to be fully sufficient to take
care of the demand for such stuff by
the factories. Cabbage, spinach, onions
and celery can be safely counted on to

produce large yields of these vegetables.

Under most circumstances it would be
possible to get two crops off the same
area, using spinach, followed by cab-
bage or celery. Such double cropping
is possible when the soil is fertile and
the first crop is a short season one.

Early peas or beets make a good first

crop, to be followed later by late cab-
bage or late string beans, or possibly
fall cauliflower.

Fruit growers and farmers who have
as their specialty crops other than
vegetables but who are putting in a

small acreage for the factory will have
to consider the factors which I have
mentioned in regard to a crop for the
soil and what they can best grow with
the cheapest labor. Crops that can usu-
ally be grown between trees or that

can be handled somewhat cheaply on
land unplanted to orchard are potatoes,

cabbage, squash and possibly roots and
onions.

In a recent visit to the cabbage-grow-
ing districts of a certain county I

noticed many soils which were planted
to this crop which, in my estimation,

should never have seen a cabbage plant

set on them. Many of these soils were
lacking in moisture-holding capacity

and general fertility. If possible to

select such a soil, the land for vege-

tables should be easy working, inex-

pensive to prepare, given to holding
considerable moisture and reasonably
fertile. If the soil of a farmer who is

figuring on growing vegetables for a

factory does not begin to compare
favorably with these characters, it had
better be planted to something else.

Last summer furnished a good illustra-

tion of the fact that, no matter how rich

the soil may be, its moisture was the

determining factor in the yield of the

same. With our dry summer the pos-

sibility of supplying the crop with suffi-

cient moisture is the dominating factor.

In looking over the various cabbage
fields which I mentioned there were
but few in which there were normal
yields of the same, the exceptions being

in those cases in which the soil was of

such a character so as to hold an unu-
sual amount of moisture. In some cases,

it was the inability of the farmer, due
to the season, to put the land in proper
condition that was responsible for the

losses. If moisture is the potent factor

then thorough spring preparation of

the land is necessary. Clods must be
crushed if the fullest value of the moist-

ure is to be held. The soil that will not

crush and pulverize will not ordinarily

make vegetable growing profitable.

The style of soil preparation for a

grain bed will not suit a vegetable seed.

Fall or winter plowing is to be en-

couraged and the soil in the spring

should be stirred constantly from the

time that it is workable until planting

time. It is necessary to use skillful cul-

tivation if big yields are to be obtained.

Soil fertility is one thing from the vege-

table grower's standpoint and another

thing from that of the general farmer.

Good beans cannot be grown with the
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best quality and yield on prairie land.

It takes a fifty-bushel crop of wheat
per acre to equal the amount of nitro-

gen and phosphoric acid removed by
an average crop of cabbage, turnips or

onions, and the vegetables remove five

times as much potash as the wheat in

addition to a much larger amount of

water. This means, therefore, that the

yield is proportionate to the amount of

available plant food that the soil has
and its ability to conserve moisture. In

the delta regions cabbage yields have
been running this year as high as

twenty-five and thirty tons per acre,

the cabbage selling for fifteen dollars

f.o.b. shipping point. This high yield

is due to combination of the soil qual-
ities that I have just mentioned.
Manure is getting scarcer than it

formerly was, which makes it almost
necessary that more vegetable land be
cover-cropped and built up by green
manures. In this way we can use much
less manure than we have been using
in the past. In a discussion of the sub-
ject "Can Vegetables Be Grown Com-
mercially Without Animal Manures" at

the recent meeting of the Vegetable
Growers' Association of America, which
I attended at Springfield, Massachusetts,

it was the conclusion of the speakers,

after visiting many acres where vege-
tables are grown for canneries, etc.,

that when the manure supply is

short, light applications are wonder-
fully effective in rotting the organic
matter of the green manures and in-

creasing the availability of the plant
food which they contain. A limited
amount of manure, a cover crop, and
fertilizers have brought results in num-
bers of cases. An answer to the above
question was, "Yes, for truckers and
cannery growers. All over the country
we find men who are doing it."

There seems to be somewhat of an
aversion by some regarding the use of

commercial fertilizers, but I do not
agree with such an attitude, provided
the soil conditions are studied and care
is taken in obtaining a standard fer-

tilizer. I am not here to say that the
artificial fertilizer will make for in-

creased yields in every case, but I know
that in many regions where the land is

being fertilized with cover crops the
yields are being brought up through
proper applications of some fertilizer

that particularly fits the needs of the
crop. It will be necessary, in every
case, to check up on the value of the
fertilizer to the crop. Very often the
use of a small fertilizer will make all

the difference between half a crop and
a full crop or nearly so, with a result-

ing net profit which will be satisfactory
after deducting the cost of the fertilizer.

Time will forbid me from going into
this part of the crop growing td any
length.

The requirements of some vegetables
as regards the amount of labor neces-
sary to handle them is of considerable
importance in determining what crop
will be grown. The cost for labor in
handling a crop will vary with the in-

dividual crop. One man, for example,
can take care of twice as much acreage
of cabbage as of onions, and possibly
one-third less celery than onions. The

labor item considers not only the cost

in growing the crop but also whether
the labor is possible to be obtained.

This is true in the case of growing
string beans for the factory, in which
case the profits of the crop are reduced
to a comparative small amount if an
expensive wage must be paid to pickers.

There must be careful inspection on
the part of the farmer as to the charac-

ter of the vegetables which are deliv-

ered. Toughening of fiber through long
standing in the field or elsewhere
causes the vegetable to lack the de-

sirable quality. There is, in some cases,

a tendency among some growers to

allow their products to become too

mature before delivery. Fancy stock

for processing, therefore, is impossible

to be obtained. If the majority of

farmers do not pay strict attention to

this factor in delivering there must of

a necessity be a lowering of the entire

grade and a cheapening of the product.

This is not just to the grower who is

careful about his stock at delivery time.

The production cost is practically the

same for either first or second grade,

while the gross receipts may be twenty-
five or fifty per cent less. In this re-

THE following are some of the rea-

sons that should commend to apple
growers the codling-moth trap thought
out and perfected by E. H. Siegler, the
codling-moth expert of the United
States Department of Entomology: (1)

The traps will do the work they are
designed to do. The worms can get

into the traps, but the moths cannot
get out. They are trapped for good and
die in the traps for lack of sustenance.
(2) The traps reinforce the bands.
They do not do away with the bands,
but they do make the bands more
effective by removing the element of
uncertainty in the running of the bands.
If they are not properly cared for, the
bands, as too many growers know to

their cost, may become sources of in-

festation; but that source of danger is

The Codling Moth Trap

gard, therefore, there must be the strict-

est co-operation. The grower must be
given a fair price for his vegetables

that will enable' him, with a normal
yield, to pay the cost of production and
receive a fair interest on his invest-

ment. Likewise the grower should en-

deavor to deliver good quality produce
rather than try to get rid of poor, un-
marketable vegetables. In matters of

this kind, some growers have not al-

ways been fair, for they have had a

tendency to try to unload some stuff on
the cannery which would not be de-

sirable to process.

I have in this article only touched
upon some of the many phases of crop
production. We can confidently expect
that if care is taken in obtaining all

available data before the choice of
vegetables is made and if the grower
will give them the proper care, there
should be not a great deal of difficulty

in getting satisfactory returns in the
growing of one vegetable or another.
I have endeavored to emphasize par-
ticularly the fundamentals underlying
the success of vegetable production,
hoping that these points mentioned may
furnish subjects for discussion.

entirely removed when the bands are

reinforced and strengthened by the use
of the traps. (3) The traps do away
with the necessity of running the
bands. In other words, the traps, if

they are properly attached to the trees,

do their work automatically and with-
out further assistance from the grower.
(4) The traps are, therefore, great time
savers. This at the present time when
labor is so scarce and so costly is an
important consideration. (5) The traps
can be made by the growers themselves.
The only unavoidable expense is that

for material. (6) The traps can be at-

tached to the trees at any time in the
year most convenient to the grower.
For example, the traps can be attached
to the trees in the fall and winter when
the work is somewhat slack. (7) The
traps need not be renewed oftener than
every two years. (8) The cost for the
material and the expense involved in

making the traps and in attaching them
to the trees should not exceed the cost

for labor to run the bands during one
season.
The traps are simple contrivances

made out of twelve-inch wire mesh
screen cloth. The mesh is first cut into

strips six inches wide. The strips are
then "crimped" and cut into the desired
lengths. The crimping may be done
either by hand or by means of a

crimper such as is used by tinners in

crimping stove pipe. But the main
thing is to attach the traps properly.
So important is this matter that the ex-

perts emphatically state that unless the

bands are attached as they should be,

the growers have no right to expect the
traps to do the work they are designed
to do.

In the first place colored bands,
folded once, are put on the trees. Then
over the bands the traps, which, by the

The Codling Moth Trap
By Alfred M. Wilson, Clifton, Colorado
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way, should preferably be made out of

the wire mesh known to the trade as

Japan wire. In attaching the traps to

the trees the following points should
be carefully observed: (1) The upper
and lower edges of the trap must be
tacked to the tree in such a way that

they both fit snugly against the bark.

(2) There should be a free space of at

least one and one-half inches between
the upper edge of the band and the
upper edge of the trap and an equally
free space between the lower edge of
the band and the lower edge of the trap.

(3) The trap must have a bulge which
shall raise the trap at least an half inch
above the band. It is vital that the
trap must not at any point come in

contact with the band; otherwise the
moth, if it should at the point where
the band is in contact with the trap,

emerge from the chrysalis state, might
be able to escape from the trap. And
if it did, that, to use an homely phrase,
would be to "spill the beans." Hence
the necessity for a lasting bulge to the
trap. The desired bulge can be secured
by driving the proper distance into the
tree through the band a certain number
of nails such as are used in nailing

down slate roofing. (4) The strip of

wire mesh out of which the trap is

made should be long enough to allow
for an overlap of at least two inches.

An overlap of three or four inches
would be better.

For two years Mr. Siegler carried on,

in the fruit section of the Grand Val-

ley, Colorado, investigations into the
habits and life history of the codling
moth. During the second year he had
the assistance of H. K. Plank, also of

the Department of Entomology. The
third year (1917) Mr. Plank was in sole

charge of the work. But it was Mr.
Siegler to whom credit for the dis-

covery of Hie trap is due. In October,
1916, Mr. Siegler published the results

of his investigations in the Journal of

Economic Entomology. In December
of the same year he read a paper on the
same subject before the American Asso-
ciation of Economic Entomologists.
During the past year two of the most

prominent growers in the Grand Val-
ley, J. Lee Morse and C. E. Wixon,
tested out the traps in their orchards
near Grand Junction. During the same
year Mr. Plank, Mr. Siegler's assistant,

was experimenting with the traps in

March

the orchard of Charles Lamb, a success-
ful orchardist in Highland Park, mid-
way between Clifton and Grand Junc-
tion. These three orchardists are con-
vinced that the traps are invaluable.

South America's Taste
in Dried Fruits

Department of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. Washington, D. C.

THE failure to sell important quanti-
ties of American dried fruits in

South America is due in part to the
native's preference for dried fruits that
may be readily eaten out of hand with-
out further preparation, according to a
bulletin entitled "South American Mar-
kets for Dried Fruits," issued today by
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce of the Department of Com-
merce.
The predominance of European dried

fruits (prunes, raisins and figs) is espe-
cially marked in Brazil, and only
slightly less so in Argentina and Uru-
guay, says the report. Home-produced
fruits practically displaced all others in

Chile, with the United States ranking
second only to the United Kingdom in

the small trade in imported fruits.

Peru is the only country considered in

this report in which California fruits

outrank those from all other sources.
Chilean fruits practically monopolize
the markets of Bolivia. During the last

year or so there has been a decided
tendency in South America to buy in

the United States certain lines of fruits

that formerly were purchased almost
exclusively from Europe, and it is

thought that proper attention to the re-

quirements of the market will make
permanent at least a part of this trade.

The report points out the shortcom-
ings in American methods of competing
with European countries in the South
American markets and offers construc-
tive suggestions for making more of
our opportunities in the future. Copies
can be obtained at the nominal price
of five cents from the Superintendent
of Documents, Government Printing
Office, Washington, D. C, or from the
district or co-operative offices of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce.

"Principle and Practices of Prun-
ing," by M. G. Kains, is the title of a

very interesting and instructive book
which is well worthy of every fruit

grower's reading. The price of the
book is two dollars. Published by
Orange Judd Company, New York.

Howard Ewarts Reed of Beaverton,
Oregon, has published a small book,
"Profit From Spraying," which contains
much information about spraying of the

different kind of insects and pests that

infect orchards and vegetable gardens.
The price is 25 cents.

Liberty Bonds.— The next Liberty
Bonds will probably be offered in

Api'il. A word of advice seems timely.

It is the duty of every citizen of the

United States to begin saving and pre-

pare to participate in the Liberty Bond
sale in February.
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Arsenate of Lead^
^^^^ Patented June 30, 1913 ^
The "Standard" for Convenience, Economy, Efficiency

One Pound of 'Xorona Dry"
Does the Work of Three Pounds of Paste Arsenate

and Does it Better

0 UICKLY AND EASILY MIXED—No working up; no straining

needed; no sediment; no lumps; no waste— never clogs nozzles.

No evaporation—no leaks—no loss of strength. But an absolutely

standard spray mixture,the uniform strength of which you can depend
upon—and know that you have the highest per cent of killing power.

'^Corona" is safe—it will not burn foliage

SOLD IN NET WEIGHT PACKAGES
200 lbs., 100 lbs., 50 lbs., 25 lbs., 5 lbs., 1 lb.

li^^"Corona Dry" means—No guess work, but a Standardized Spray
in which the Mixture is Always the Same Strength and Efficiency

Trade Mark

''Corona Dry" and

"Corona Dusting Sulphur"
FOR THE

Vegetable Garden
A safe, inexpensive, easily applied and effi-

ient remedy for all chewing garden pests

—

and for use on fruit trees, berry bushes and
plants—that will insure perfect fruit and clean
vegetables.

Garden Pests and Their Control,
The Art of Dusting and the
Corona Spray Calendar—mailed
by our Sales Agents—on request.

CORONA CHEMICAL COMPANY
Sole Makers "Corona Dry"

"Corona Dry" is used by the big apple growers of Hood River, Medford, North Yakima, Wenatchee and Spokane Districts

Corona Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

NORTHWESTERN
SALES l?E"rrTs Portland Seed Co. It^^ Spokane Seed Co. STA.

Fruit and Its Effect on the War
By W. F. Gwin, of Fruit Growers' Agency

THE exclamation of the food editor

of an important newspaper after

reading an article recently issued by
the Fruit Growers' Agency which dis-

cussed the food value of the apple was:
"Who would have thought that of the

lowly apple!" One might wonder why
a food editor should have confessed to

ignorance in so important a food as

the apple, but there are further won-
ders "coming up" on the apple, for here
now comes a great and serious authori-

ty warning the military authorities of

Great Britain that her soldiers must
have apples for proper "nerve nutri-

tion" and health. The authority in

question is Dr. Josiah Oldfield, Senior
Medical Ofticer to the Lady Margaret's
Fruitarian Hospital of England, and his

essay is "Fruit and Its Effect on the

War," and is as follows:
"In the early weeks of the war I gave

an interview to one of the London
dailies, and ventured to prophesy that
the end of the contest would be influ-

enced largely by dietary problems, and
in these problems I did not consider
that the question of protein and scale

calorific values for muscular substance
would be of so much importance as
those of foods which supply nerve nu-
trition, i. e. fats and salines. It is very
difficult to deprive any besieged coun-
try—or even any besieged city—of all

sources of muscular nourishment so
long as any other cellulose remains to

be transformed by chemical agencies
into a more digestible form of carbo-
hydrate. The difficulty for Germany as

a bleaguered country was therefore
not really either meat, or cereals, or
potatoes, but fats and fruits and salads.

The joining up of Turkey threw my
prophesy out of gear as to time, because
it opened up the great stores of oil and
figs and other fruits of Asia Minor.
This source is slowly failing, and today,

in spite of a complete calorific dietary,

the people of Germany are beginning to

develop the disease of mal nerve nutri-

tion. There are beginning in Germany

MdREWORKloB
YOURHORSES.

Heavy spring work takes the surplus flesh from
the horse. His collar no longer fits. His neck
and shoulders chafe and gall. He
can't do his full share of work and you
lose money. Prevent these evils by
using TAPATCO Pads.

A NEW AND BETTER
HOOK ATTACHMENT

Consisting of wire staple, reinforced

with felt washer (note where arrows
point). This gives the hook a better

hold and prevents pulling off. The
weakest point is made strong and
life of pad greatly lengthened.

Found Only on Pads Made by Us.

Look For The Felt Washer.
SOLD BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE
The AmericanPad& Textile Company

GREENFIELD, OHIO
Canadian Branch: Chatham, Ontario.

Pat. In U S.Oec. 1.1814.

Pat.lDCaa.Apr 6.1315.
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SPRAY-MYER

Those neglected fruit trees—you will find them every-

where—perhaps you have them in your own yard or

out in the orchard, that for some reason or other you have
failed to take care of in years gone by and now class

them as non-producers, worthless except for shade.

You are surely going to give tiiem attention this spring as well as every other
tree, vine, shrub, bush or plant about the place, on which you depend for your
fruits, berries and vegetables. Start early with this work before gardening and
planting time. Trim up your trees and plants and put new life into them, so
they will amount to something and do their bit when the time comes.
Whether you raise fruits or vegetables, you will need a spray pump of some kind so we recom-

mend the MYERS LINE of Bucket, Barrel and Power Spray Pumps to your attention

—

the Easy Operating Cog Gear Bucket and Barrel Pumps for hand use, and the Myers
Automatic Power Pumps and Complete Outfits that do not require a relief valve for
extensive power operations.

Go where you will, yot^ will find these Spray Pumps doing things injthe spraying world—spraying
trees and plants, whitewashing and painting, disiniecting and innumerable other jobs—because
they are recognized for their easy operation, speed, capacity and economical use of mixtures, and
for these reasons are the choice of fruitmen and gardeners everywhere—Veteran or novice, you will

appreciate the efficient spraying service of Myers Spray Pumps.

Ask your dealer or write us immediately about them—Time is limited until you must get busy,
and when you start we want you to have a real fighting machine in a Myers Spray Pump.

Beautiful catalog by return mail on request.

For Quick Attention Address Your Letter or Card,

Spray Pump Department, No, 120 Orange Street.

F.E.MYERS S BRO. Ashland^Ohio.
PUMPS FOR EVERY PURPOSE-HAY UNLOADING TOOLS' DOOR HANGERS
ALBANY-HARRISBURG-MILWAUKEE-CEDAR RAPIDS-ST.LOUIS-KANSAS CITY

already grave manifestations of the

basic origin of many diseases. The
latest is a widespread oedema in the

legs and feet and face, of which par-
ticulars are given in a late issue of

The Lancet. This will steadily get

worse and worse as another winter
comes on unless fresh fruit, and salads

and seed oils, can be introduced largely

into Germany. I have dealt at length
with Germany and her fate, to empha-
size the great importance of avoiding a

similar catastrophe for England. Eng-
lish stamina, courage, endurance and
heart for the war depend on complete
nerve nutrition. Now for this the

calorific values of wheat, or beans, or
beef, affords no criterion. The danger
is that laboratory scientists will meas-
ure the comparative importance of

cargoes by calorific values, and will on
this ground tend to debar juicy fruits

as being very light cargo compared
with legumes or cereals. Every effort

should be exercised to prevent this, or

else, when the mischief is done, there

will be a panic importation of anti-

scorbutic fruits. I note that a small

number of ships are still allowed to

run to the West Indies for bananas, and
this is excellent, but weight for weight
and bulk for bulk, the most important

fruit to be imported during the winter
and early spring of 1918 is apples.

Were I food controller in Germany and
allowed the choice of free import of

one article of food from November to

April, 1 should select the apple. So, in

England, while for importation pur-
poses legumes and peanuts are the most

concentrated form of i^roteid; rice and
wheat and maize, the most important of

the cereals; olive oil, sesame oil, pea-
nut oil and almond oil, the finest forms
of fat; apples, lemons, oranges (and
onions) are immeasurably the most im-
portant of fruits, which are nerve
foods, and without the presence of
whose salts physiological functions
fail. It will be a grave risk to Eng-
land's home stamina if her supply of
apples is cut off, because during win-
ter conditions in this climate they are

superior to either lemons or oranges,
and cannot be replaced bv anv other
fruit."

That there is a vast message to hu-
manity in the above article is apparent
on its face. Slowly but surely we are
beginning to understand "physiological
chemistry," of which science "nutritive

salts thereapy" is a most interesting

and most vital branch. The old simile

of the human body being like a ma-
chine may again hold good roughly
here when it is said that no machine
can function without all its parts and
all its offices being served—and just so
the human body cannot live unless
those cells which compose it are all fed
with the "chemicals" they need for

their life. Without the mineral salts

which are in apples or other fruit there

will be nerve cells and other cells

which will not function. Pellagra, due
to continuous corn and syrup diet,

scurvy, a foul disease in its worst
form, and other such diseases are

caused by false diet, and there would
be no such ailments had the victims

apples to eat. In a word, when Dr. Old-

field warns the British military to look

out for its apples, he not only talks

deep science, l)ut just common horse

sense.

Loyalty in Little Things

The whole great problem of winning
the war rests primarily on one thing,

the loyalty and sacrifice of the Ameri-
can people in the matter of food. If we
are selfish or even careless, we are dis-

loyal; we are the enemy at home. Now
is the hour of our testing.—U. S. Food
Administration.

SOLDIERS OF THE SOIL !

!

Are YOU going to be a soldier of the soil and join the war garden
brigade? Uncle Sam needs your help. "Do Your Bit."

Our 160-page 1918 Annual Catalog and Guide for Western Planters

NOW READY. Gives full description and prices of all kinds of

Seeds, Plants, Roses and Trees; Garden, Poultry, Bird and Rabbit

Supplies; Sprayers, Sprays, Fertilizer, etc.

20 years practical experience here enables us to serve you intelligently.

Ask for Catalog No. 27. Free on request.

Routledge Seed and Floral Co. ]^t?t!lSS?1>feg1fn*
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A Meat Stretcher
Many recipes for combinations of

rice and meat have come to us from
those parts of Europe where meat is

used mostly for the flavor it gives other
foods. In our efforts to cut meat con-
sumption rice becomes interesting as

the most useful meat stretcher. It can
be used freshly cooked or as a left-

over. In its many varieties Pilaf is

most popular among the Oriental people
and is frequently served at dinner as

the principal dish.

Rice Stew.—^Yash a knuckle of beef
and place in three quarts of cold water
for an hour. Put it on the stove and
let it gradually heat, then simmer for

two hours. Any scum rising when it

first begins to boil should be skimmed
oflf. Prepare one-half cup each of

chopped onions, carrots, cabbage, to-

matoes, one-fourth cup of turnip, three

cloves, a pinch of cayenne, black pep-
per and one and one-half teaspoons of

salt. Add these to the simmering meat
and let boil for one hour; then add a

cup of rice and a bay leaf. Boil, stir-

ring occasionally until the rice is

cooked, ^^^len the kettle is closely

covered there is little need of adding
water. Add boiling water if needed.

Scalloped Rice.—To prepare this eco-

nomical dish use two cups of boiled
rice, one cup of white sauce and one-

FRED EBERLE, General Manager

Growers' Agents

Yakima Valley Fruit

General Offices, Yakima

WAREHOUSES:

Yakima, Naches, Selah, Wapato,
Exchange and Tieton

COLD STORAGE IN CONNECTION

Tlirows

The Hardie Orchard
Gun saves your time and
muscle—no long, heavy
rods to hold.

Turns a big job into a little

one. One man with a Hardie
Gun will do more work and
do it better than two men

with the old-fashioned rods.

Hardie Orchard Gun $12
Low price made possible by
big production—send for the

Hardie Catalog today. Hardie
Sprayers and spraying de-

vices standard for 18 years.

THE HARDIE MFG. CO.
Hudson, Mich.

Also Portland, Ore.

iSna bldstinq -

resuUs in eyery $tick

ANBfFARMPOWDERS
STUMPING — ACRICULTUPAL

Uniformity is another word for economy and safety. When the
same things happen with each pound of Giant Farm Powder, you
know not only how much to use, but what results to expect and how
to handle the explosive.

Giant Farm Powders are surer, safer and more economical because our tests guar-
antee every pouBd. We maintain our own completely equipped chemical division
to inspect Giant Farm Powders during every process of manufacture. Absolute
uniformity means absolute dependability. Like results always obtained under like

conditions make western farmers prefer Giant Farm Powders.

"Giant Powder is the most satisfactory," says John Zurr, Santa Rosa, Cal.
'I account for this because Giant Powder is made with the utmost care.

'

'

Caution : Be sure you g-et the cenuine. That other explosires are often called "Giant
Powder" indicates the faig-h quality of the original. Look for the Giant trade-mark on
every case.

The coupon (or a postal mentioning this paper) will brinff you the big book "Better
Farming:." Tells how to remove stumps, prepare tree beds, and do all kinds of farm
work cheaper and better. Write for it now.

THE GIANT POWDER CO., Con.
"Everything for (Blasltng"

Home Office: San Francisco
Branch Offices: Denver. Portland, Salt Lake City, Seattle, Spokane

THE GIANTPCWDEIR CO., Con., First National Bank Bldg, . San Francisco

Send me the 52-page illustrated book "Better Farming." I am especially
interested in (please check)

Stump Blasting Tree Bed Blasting

Boulder Blasting Subsoil Blasting

Ditch Blasting Road Making

Name
Address

fourth cup of finely shredded codfish
which has been parboiled ten minutes
in hot water. Cover the bottom of an
oiled baking dish with rice, then add
the codfish and cover with white sauce.
Sprinkle the top with bread crumbs and
bake in a moderate oven until brown.
Eggs may be used to top this scallop
instead of bread crumbs. Arrange fish

and rice in alternate layers, finishing

with rice. Add white sauce to each
layer and sprinkle with paprika. Care-
fully break four eggs on top, dot with
sauce and season with salt and paprika.
Bake in oven until eggs are "set."

White Sauce.—Melt two tablespoons
of fat, and add two tablespoons of flour,

and salt and pepper to taste. Cook
thoroughly until blended. Pour in

gradually one cup of milk, stirring con-
stantly. Cook until smooth and glossy.

Cheesed Rice.—Put in a double boiler
or chafing dish two cups of boiled rice,

one-half cup of hot milk, and heat thor-

oughly over water. Then sprinkle

lightly over it half a cup of grated

cheese and a few shreds of pimiento.

Cover tightly and let stand over the hot
water until the cheese is melted. This
is acceptable for Sunday tea.

WHEN WRITING .ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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We Must Fill

That

Basket

This is tlie most vital of all win-the-war messag'es. It is

addressed to you and to us—so tliat you will put forth every
availahle effort and resource to plant hig' crops, and to u« that
we may strain every effort to supply the highest ciuality seeds
for fruitful production.

Tor over thirty years Seeds have been and are today
th« standard of the West—BEST FOR THE WEST. Tested
for g-ermination and quality; adapted to Northwest soils and
climatic conditions.

BUY BABIiV—because good seeds are
in demand and stocks limited. Dealers sell

Seeds. Write for new catalog.

THE CHAS.
Seattle, Wash.

Z.II.I.V CO.,

Portland, Ore.

Establkhed1885

Growing Orchard Crops
By Prof. C. I. Lewis, Oregon Agricultural College

ORCHARDISTS are asking them-
selves at this time what they can

grow in tlieir orcliards to help the food
situation. In young orchards from one
to five years of age, under normal con-

ditions, the best crops to grow are such
crops as strawberries and hoed crops
such as tomatoes, mellons, squash, peas
and beans. To a certain extent, even
under war conditions, such crops
should still be produced, but the acre-

age is somewhat limited—at least the

market for the acreage of some of these

hoed crops is somewhat limited—and
orcliardists should see to what extent

they can grow crops requiring the mini-

mum of labor and yet give large returns

of the world's food. Navy beans should
be considered. Seed potatoes, corn for

ensilage or for hog feed, strips of vetch
such as purple vetch to be raised for

seed purposes, or vetch and oats for

hay, such grains as wheat, barley, oats

and buckwheat may also be planted. In

these young orchards, however, good
wide strips should be left close to the

trees so that the grain will not take

away any food and moisture which the

trees need. If you are not careful, you
will be robbing the trees in order to

grow a temporary crop and will injure
the orchard more than the money you
will obtain for the crop.

Where hogs are to be kept on the
farm, a rotation of crops could be
grown to good advantage. In the early
spring, Canada field peas should be
planted, and this will give some very
good feed to help in turning off the
hogs. For summer planting, about the
middle of July drill in such crops as

Aberdeen and Cow Horn turnips, vetch
and rape. This will make most excel-

lent hog feed in the fall and winter. In

orchards six to eight years of age
which are not bearing heavily, but
which are very vigorous, grain is the

ideal crop. Such grains as barley and
oats can be sown for hog feed and the

hogs can harvest such grains to very
good advantage. Another crop which
should receive more consideration from
the orchardist is buckwheat. This crop
allows for late seeding. It should be put

in an orchard where climatic conditions

have ruined the crop for the coming

year. It will grow with a relatively

small amount of moisture and can be
handled fairly easily among the trees

and is a good cash crop and a good sub-
stitute for wheat in our food ration.

A much larger amount of buckwheat
should be raised among the orchardists
than has ever been raised before. The
buckwheat, in addition, has a tendency
on the heavier soils to make them
lighter and less compact and improve
their physical condition. Orchardists
should not neglect the possibilities of
sheep feeding. Right now in many or-

chards in Western and Southern Ore-
gon there is most excellent sheep feed.

Sheep could be turned into those or-

chards and could be allowed to run
until about the time of the spring plow-
ing. Of course if the ground is poorly
drained and too heavy, this practice
might be questioned, but in the ma-
jority of orchards this is not true, and
mild winter has given us a wonderful
amount of feed which could be turned
into mutton and wool. Orchards which
have very good cover crops will sup-
port sheep at this time to very good
advantage and the manure from the
sheep will compensate to a large extent
for the loss of organic matter. If sheep
injure trees they must be removed, but
this seems to be the exception where
there is plenty of feed.

Where orchards are mature and in

bearing and are unirrigated, there is

practically nothing that can be grown
to advantage unless one could pasture
off some of the cover crops this spring.

In irrigated districts where alfalfa and
clover can be grown abundantly, sheep
can be used to good advantage. In all

these practices, however, one should
watch the trees carefully to see that
there is no injury by the animals or by
having all the moisture and food taken
away from them.

Rice with Vegetables
Rice can be combined successfully

with vegetables, and some of the dishes
are substantial enough for meatless
days. Red beans with rice make a

favorite dish in many parts of the
world.
Red Beans and Rice.—Soak over night

a pound of red beans. Then simmer for

at least four hours in two full quarts of

water. When the beans are quite soft,

add a teaspoon of salt, a teaspoon of fat,

.a small onion (minced) and half a red
pepper. Continue the simmering pro-
cess for two hours longer. Serve with
boiled rice. The combination is not
only good but represents a complete
ration.

Cabbage with Rice.—Boil a head of

cabbage until tender, drain and cut out

the heart and center, fill in the opening
with a cup of boiled rice, which has
been highly seasoned with salt, pepper
and fat. Pour over all a cream sauce.

Chopped pimientos may be added to the

rice or paprika dusted over the whole
after the sauce is added. This makes
an excellent dish when the meat course

is light.

Rice and Onions.—Chop six onions

and put them into a frying pan with

one tablespoon of fat. When tender
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add an equal quantity of boiled rice,

and season with salt, paprika, one tea-

spoon of kitchen bouquet and one
teaspoon of lemon juice. Stir lightly

together, heat thoroughly and serve

very hot.

Rice Farcie.—This combination of

vegetables makes a flavory accompani-
ment for warmed-up left-overs of meat:
1 pint chopped tomatoes, 1 cup rice, 1

cup chopped celery, 1 cup chopped
olives, % cup chopped peppers, 1 table-

spoon minced onion, 1 teaspoon salt, %
teaspoon paprika. Rub the tomato
through a sieve and heat, then add the

rice, chopped celery, seasoning and
other ingredients and boil for five min-
utes. Then put it on the side of the

range and simmer for one hour until

the ingredients are thoroughly blended.
Spanish Rice.—This is a deservedly

popular dish and, like rice farcie, is ex-

cellent to serve with beans for meatless

dinners: 4 teaspoons fat, 2 green pep-
pers, 1 onion sliced, 1 cup rice, % table-

spoon paprika, bit of bay leaf, 4 large

ripe tomatoes or % can tomatoes, 2

tablespoons sugar, 2 teaspoons salt, %
teaspoon white pepper, ground thyme.
Heat the fat in a heavy frying pan, and
in it brown delicately the peppers and
the onions. Remove and brown the

rice. Add all other ingredients. Cover
and let simmer on the back of the stove

until rice is soft; add boiling water as

the rice swells.

These numerous ways of using rice

recipes do not cover the usefulness of

rice. Soups and desserts have not been
touched. A whole volume could be
filled with recipes on rice cookery.
Less meat and less wheat, more rice

might be adopted as the conservation
program of America while the world
shortage of food lasts. Get acquainted
with rice, the food of millions.

The Pacific Northwest Tourist Asso-
ciation is an association embodying the

States of Oregon and Washington and
British Columbia. The association is

formed for the purpose of acquaint-
ing Eastern people of the wonderful
scenery of the Northwest, and its mag-
nificent climate—the object being main-
ly to give the tourists some idea by
illustrated booklets in order that more
people may be induced to spend their

vacations with us, feeling that in doing
so frequently many will be sufficiently

impressed as to come to the Northwest
to live. The association has issued

several very handsome booklets or
folders, as follows: Mountaineering in

the Pacific Northwest, Golfing in the

Pacific Northwest, Fishing in the Pa-
cific Northwest, Yachting in the Pacific

Northwest, and The Pacific Northwest.
These booklets can be obtained from
the Pacific Northwest Tourist Associa-
tion, 1017 L. C. Smith Building, Seattle,

Washington. Better Fruit takes this

opportunity of suggesting to the sub-
scribers and readers of Better Fruit
that they send for one or all of these

booklets, mail them to Eastern friends

and relatives who they think would
be interested, particularly those who
might be induced to make a tour of the

Northwest during the coming year.

Be
"U. S. Protected'*

From Dawn to Dark
and know that your feet will be warm, dry and com-
fortable, however wet and cold the weather, or

rough the path. Greater comfort would alone be

sufficient inducement to the outdoor worker to wear

U. S. Rubber Footwear
Longer service which this heavy service, double duty

rubber footwear assures you makes the wearing a

money-saving proposition.

Comfort and economy go hand in hand in "U. S. Protec-

tion" and every pair of the many "U. S." styles bears the

U. S. Seal—the trade mark of the largest rubber manu-
facturer in the world—placed there

for your protecdon. Look for it.

For sale everywhere. Your dealer

has the style you need, or can

get it for you.

United States Rubber Company
Newr York

L
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Growing Vegetables.—Last year on
account of the Government propaganda
for increased production of vegetables
as well as many other products, fruit

growers very extensively increased
their garden patch, many of them plant-
ing sufficient to have a surplus for sale.

Those who did were successful in sell-

ing the surplus at splendid prices. The
propaganda was a big factor in stimu-
lating fruit growers to conserve vege-
tables for winter use by canning or
evaporating. The amount saved by
canning your own vegetables is not gen-
erally realized by fruit growers. The
editor has in mind one particlar in-

stance where the grocery bill of a

family was around $50 per month. In
this instance the mother of the family
canned suflicient vegetables and fruits

to last the entire winter, the result
being it made a difference in the gro-
cery bill of $20 per month. The editor
takes pleasure in advising every fruit

grower to plant a good-sized vegetable
garden this year, and to urge the can-
ning or evaporating of enough vege-
tables to last during the winter. Steam
pressure canning outfits for this pur-
pose, which will make the work much
easier and enable the canner to do it in

much less time, can be purchased at a

very reasonable price, running from
fifteen dollars up. The increased num-
ber of canneries in the Northwest will

mean an increased demand and an in-

creased market for the surplus supply
which the grower has to sell. With the

object of stimulating an increased pro-
duction of fruits and vegetables with
fruit growers for canning purposes and
a surplus for marketing during the sea-

son and for the many canneries in ex-

istence. Better Fruit is publishing one
of the most excellent articles for grow-
ing vegetables by Professor A. G.

Boquet, of the Experiment Station, Cor-
vallis, that has ever appeared.

BETTER FRUIT
The 1917 Apple Crop and Prices.—To

February 23 there had been shipped
20,143 cars of apples from the North-
west. It is estimated there are 3,000
more to go. This crop is about double
the 1916 crop, the heaviest previous
crop. So far as can be determined at

the present time it appears that the
crop will average the growers about 25
cents more per box. Our selling or-

ganizations are certainly entitled to the
credit and the fullest appreciation of
the fruit growers, at least those who
rendered good returns, for the reason
that the crop was the largest we have
had, which made it more difTicult. War
conditions and saving have been factors
in effecting the market, and the em-
bargo preventing export, so it was nec-
essary for the marketing concerns of
the Northwest to market a great many
more apples in the United States this

year than ever before. Undoubtedly
results are due to improved salesman-
ship, better energy, and certainly wider
distribution. The subject of distribu-
tion has been covered in a series of
articles in Better Fruit, appearing in

1916 and 1917. The distribution for
twenty days in 1917 was 550 cities,

while the distribution in 1916 was 611
cities in sixty days.

Thrift Stamps.—While it must be ad-
mitted there are some people who can-
not afford to buy Liberty Bonds and
pay cash for them, it is unthinkable to

imagine there is a grown person in the
United States who cannot buy a Thrift
Card. A Thrift Card holds sixteen
thrift stamps costing 25 cents each.
The Thrift Card when full represents
a value of four dollars. When the
Thrift Card is filled take it to the post-
office, or almost any bank, and ex-
change it for a W^ar Savings Stamp,
paying the few cents difference be-
tween the four dollars represented by
your filled Thrift Card and the selling

price of the War Savings Stamp. Up
to March 1 the difference is thirteen

cents. After that date the price ad-
vances one cent each month. This
Thrift Card will have a cash value on
January 1, 1923, of five dollars. If the
time should arise when you need money
and simply must have it, you can get

it back with interest by simply taking
the War Savings Stamps to the nearest

money order postoffice and present
them for redemption. The interest will

be paid you on the sum already de-
posited even if it is but one War Sav-
ings Stamp.

Income Reports.—Offiical announce-
ment is made that the time for filing

income reports from individuals and
corporations is extended to April 1,

1918. The income tax law, as passed by
Congress, is a just and equitable law.
It is the duty of every single citizen

having an income of $1,000 to file a re-

port, and every married man with an
income of $2,000. It is a duty required
by law that everyone must comply
with, and one that everyone .should

cheerfully comply with. Additional
taxes, on account of the war, are levied,

which every true American should feel

mighty glad to pay, because every true

March

American must and .should feel that it

is the prime duty of the United States
to win this war and win it as quickly
as possible. If the Allies are successful
this war will make democracy safe for
the world. Every American citizen

should bear in mind we are fighting for
self-respect and self-protection, the
freedom of the seas and many other
things too numerous to mention in a
brief editorial. The longer the war
continues the heavier the loss of life

and the greater the expense will be, so
it is purely a matter of business to go
at it in the most forceful way and end
the war in the cjuickest possible time.

In order to do this it is necessary that

every American .should contribute lib-

erally to every request of the Govern-
ment, but a good deal more is neces-
sary—production should be increased
in every way possible and saving
should be practiced to the fullest ex-

tent.

Some Orchard Crops.—To win this

war it is absolutely necessary that the
United States must produce the largest

and fullest crop possible. Among our
Allies so many are already engaged in

fighting or manufacturing ammunition
that labor on the farm and orchard is

very much reduced, consequently it is

the duty of the United States to supply
them. It is estimated the United States

will have to feed 30,000,000 to 50,000,000

people this year in addition to our own
population. This means increased pro-
duction. The fruit grower can do his

share, because there are many crops
which the fruit grower can grow be-
tween the trees. Valuable information
is given in a most excellent article on
the subject by Professor C. I. Lewis
of the Experiment Station, Corvallis,

whom everyone recognizes as the most
able and practical horticulturist in the

United States.

Fruit and Effect on War.—A very in-

teresting article, "Fruit and Effect on
the War," appears in this edition, which
is of immense importance in connection
with the fruit industry as well as the

war. It is the opinion of Dr. Oldfield,

one of the ablest physicians in England,
that some of the nations at war at the

present time are suffering from a cer-

tain disease due to lack of fruit. There
is no question but what a great many
people do not eat enough fruit, and in

all probability more or less people
suffer from a lack of sufficient fruit,

which is shown by Dr. Oldfield to be a

vital necessity to keep one in perfectly

good health.

Advertising.— Advertising the apple,

without any doubt in the editor's mind,
was the big factor in helping to dis-

pose of the largest crop the Northwest
ever produced, at better prices than re-

ceived for some years. Therefore the

editor urges every organization to be-

gin now to plan for an advertising cam-
paign. In order to do so it will be
necessary to tax growers the small sum
of two to five cents per box, which they
can well afford, as they get much more
back than they contribute, through in-

creased prices.
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THE NYERS AUTOMATIC POWER SPRAY OUTFIT
With Automatic Pressure Governor

VERTICAL CYLINDERS—NO RELIEF VALVES—MACHINE CUT GEARS

Automatic Control. Insures Safety. Secures Uniform Pressure and Eliminates Unnecessary Wear.
Plunger Guide above Plunger Eliminates all Side Thrust and Reduces Wear.

Belt Driven. Brass Fitted Throughout. Forged Steel Crankshaft.
All Boxes Babbitted. Improved Oiling System.

The Myers Power Spray Pump
With patent Automatic Pressure Governor, has all the desirable features found in

Spray Pump, viz., vertical cylinders, renewable brass valves and seats,

large stuffing boxes fitted with brass glands and followers, large air

chamber, machine cut gears, ample crankshaft and connecting rod
bearings, etc. In addition it is fitted with a patented Automatic
Pressure Governor which eliminates the trouble-causing relief valve,

and briefly, has the following advantages
over the ordinary construction. Safety

—

Pressure relief is not dependent on the oper-
ation of a sluggish or defective relief valve
Uniform pressure regulation—The governing
mechanism is not exposed to the clogging or
corrosive action of the spray liquid which
always effects the operations of the relief

valve. Elimination of unnecessary wear

—

Plungers and valves are in action only when
spray material is passing through the nozzle;

Fig. 1739

"A"—^Position 'of Plunger Connecting Rod un-
li locked from'crankshaft while not pumping.
"B"—Position of Plunger Connecting Rod locked
I into position while pumping.

In operation the Automatic Pressure Governor has for its object the positive control of the

pump pressure. This is accomplished by a simple arrangement of a combined lever and
spring on each plunger connecting rod. [See A and B, Fig. 1739] which, when the pressure
reaches a predetermined limit, automatically stops the operation of the plungers without
interrupting the driving power, and again permits them to resume operation when the
pressure falls below this limit; also removes the entire load on engine causing it to run
idle [saves gasoline]. All wearing parts thoroughly lubricated.

YOU CAN USE YOUR^OWN ENGINEIAND^TRUCKS IF YOU HAVE THEM

The Myers Automatic Power Spray Outfit

A Stover

Good Engine
AND THE

Havana Steel

Wheel Farm Truck
MAKE UP

A Most Efficient, Reliable and Economical Sprayer

Mitchell,Lewis & Staver Co.
PORTLAND, OREGON SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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A Year of Hard Labor LOST
By an Hour of Frost!

More than one orchardist and truck gardener has
learned this by hard experience! To make certain of a
full crop, install the

''Boiton" Orchard Heater
Gives maximum heat, evenly distributed. Burns

cheap fuel oil. Can be lighted quickly. Burns long
time on one filling. No waste—you light only enough
heaters to hold temperature above the frost point.

Send for Booklet "B"
Tells you how to save your crops from frost. Filled

with valuable information for the grower.

AMES-IRVIN CO.
Irrigation Pipe, Orchard Heaters, Etc.

8th & Irwin, San Francisco, Cal.

Cherry's^Dependable"Seeds
DIRECT FROM GROWER TO PLANTER—PRICE LIST FOR 1918 NOW READY

Never before has there been such a shortage of seeds as this year.

Never before has there been such a necessity for everyone to plant a garden.

You will save money by ordering "Cherry's Dependable Seeds" from our special list

Realizing that everyone must plant a garden this year, and in view of the fact that present
seed shortage necessarily makes higher prices, we are not getting out an elaborate
illustrated catalog this year. Instead, we will send you an advance Price List in which the
Price is at Least 25 per cent Lower than would have been possible had we published
a big book. We are grateful for your past orders, and hope you will appreciate our effort

to give you low prices. Write for special Wholesale Price List.

CHAS. J. CHERRY & CO., Rockford, Illinois

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, Etc.
Required by the Act of Congress of August 24, 1912,

of "Better Fruit," Published Monthly at Hood River, Oregon
for October, 1917

state of Oregon, )

County of Hood River, )

Before me, a notary public in and for the state and county aforesaid, personally
appeared E. H. Shepard, who having been duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the editor and business manager of "Better Fruit," and that the follow-
ing is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership,
management, (and if a daily paper the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication
for the date shown in the above caption, required by the Act of August 24, 1912,
embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor, managing editor and busi-
ness manager are:

Publisher, Better Fruit Publishing Company, Hood River, Oregon.
Editor, E. H. Shepard, Hood River, Oregon.
Managing editor, E. H. Shepard, Hood River, Oregon.
Business manager, E. H. Shepard, Hood River, Oregon.
2. That the owners are: (Give names and addresses of individual owners, or, if a

corporation, give its name and the names and addresses of stockholders owning or
holding one per cent or more of the total amount of stock.)

Better Fruit Publishing Company, Inc., Hood River, Oregon.
E. H. Shepard, stockholder. Hood River, Oregon.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and cither security holders owning or
holding one per cent or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities
are: (If there are none, so state.) None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above giving the names of the owners, stockholders
and security holders, if any, contain not only the list of stockholders and security
holders as they appear upon the books of the company, but also, in cases where the
stockholder or security holder appears upon the books of the company as trustee or in

any other fiduciary rel.ation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the said two paragraphs contain statements em-
bracing affiant's full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under
which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the com-
pany as trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a bona fide

owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds or other securi-
ties than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or dis-
tributed through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months
preceding the date shown above is: (This information is required from daily publica-
tions only.) (Signed) E. H. SHEPARD,

Editor and Business Manager.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 13th day of February, 1918.
ALTON W. ONTHANK,

(Seal) Notary Public for the State of Oregon.
(My commission expires May 29, 1919.)

Government Inspection.—One of the
be.st moves ever made in behalf of the
vegetable grower and the fruit grower
is Government inspection which is

being carried on in a number of cities

in the United States. A list of the cities

and the names of the inspectors is pub-
lished elsewhere in this edition. In
previous years the fruit growers and
fruit-shipping concerns have been
largely at the mercy of the man at the
other end, if he is inclined to be other-
wise than straightforward. By this sys-

tem of Government inspection the fruit

grower is given protection. If the Gov-
ernment inspector passes on the fruit

the buyer is compelled to carry out his

contract and does not have an oppor-
tunity of making a claim or rejecting

on account of off-condition, if the Gov-
ernment inspection is O. K.

Codling Moth.—In this edition ap-
pears an article on "Trapping Codling
Moth," by Alfred M. Wilson. Growers
frequently have appreciated the value
of banding the trees and killing the cod-
ling inoth under the bands. Mr. Wil-
son's method is an improvement, as the
trap holds the codling moth after they
have emerged and prevents them from
getting away. While the editor has
never seen one of these traps and can-
not say how successful they may prove
to be, he is inclined to believe the sug-

gestion is well worth trying, and there-

fore has published in this edition a

contribution from Mr. Wilson showing
how the traps are made, with the hope
it may be a benefit to the fruit growers.

Spraying.—The spraying season for

some diseases and pests will commence
in March or April, according to the

M'eather conditions. Ordinarily spray
for San Jose scale should be applied

late in March or early in April. The
first spray for fungus should com-
mence about this time; therefore if the

fruit grower does not already possess a

first-class power outfit he should buy
one immediately. It does not pay to

depend on hiring your neighbor to

spray your orchard, because if you do
he sprays his own orchard first and
yours afterwa;-d, and yours is some-
times sprayed too late.

Pruning.—Strange to say pruning is

one of the sub.iects the least understood
by growers. Most growers have had a

vague idea of what they ought to do,

but comparatively few have had a com-
plete understanding of just why they

pruned in a particular way. The im-
portance of thinning out and heading
back in connection with production is

very ably covered in an article by
Professor V. R. Gardner, appearing in

this edition. Professor Gardner's article

is not one of opinion, but is founded on
actual observation and practical expe-

rience.

Sugar.—All fruits contain more or

less sugar. The system requires a cer-

tain amount of sugar, and the more
fruit you eat the less sugar you will

have to buy. What is equally impor-
tant, the sugar in fruit is in a far more
digestible form than ordinary sugar
which you buy.
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BEFORE using Cement Coated Nails

Western Cement Coated Nails

for Western Growers
Our Cement Coated Nails are always of

uniform length, gauge, head and count.

Especially adapted to the manufacture of

fruit boxes and crates. In brief, they are

the Best on the Market.

Write for Growers' testimonials.

Colorado Fuel & Iron Co.
DENVER, COLORADO

Pacific Coast Sales Offices

Portland, Spokane, San Francisco
Los Angeles

AFTER use of C. F. & I. Co.'s
Cement Coated Nails

A Rapid Method of Tree Planting
By Harry Gough, Maryland

SO many people make hard work of

tree planting that I believe a de-

scription of my rapid and economical
method will be of interest. I will de-

scribe how I planted a thousand fruit

trees for Mr. L. B. Schram of Elberon,
New Jersey, in April, 1913.

There were fifty stumps on the or-

chard site. These were disposed of by
blasting. That part of the work was
finished in less than a day. After the

field had been cleared, the ground was
staked off to show where the trees

were to stand. Cross furrows were
then made with a plow, the intersection
coming at the points where the stakes
were set.

While the man was doing this plow-
ing, I occupied my time in cutting fuse
into 214-foot lengths and in crimping
each length of fuse onto a No. 6 blast-

ing cap. As it was intended to use a

AMILTON MADE
"the standakd of ameeioa"

Spray your trees witK Kose made to withstand tKe cKemicals

and acids wKicK cause ordinary fruit Kose to deteriorate quickly.

Hamilton Fruit Spray Hose will give se'Oeral years' service for one cost.

Used by leading fruit growers wKo recognize Hamilton qualib? and ulti-

mG HOSE

in. Perfect Hose ^ in. Sterlingworth Hose
In 50-foot pieces coupled. 6-PI3!

fabric and fine rubte

Reel Spraj) Hose in 500-foot lengths,

tke test.

$15.00 EitKer kind will stand 600 pounds test. Satisfactory for any

for power or Kand spra5)er. $15.00 for 100 feet. Cash with order.

100 FEET Express paid to your station. Shipments immediate.

HAMILTON RUBBER MFG. COMPANY
203 Meade Street, Trenton, N. J.

TbeBushelShippingBasket—The Universal Package

For Shipping All Kinds of

Fruits and Vegetables
Comes made up ready to use; is easy
to pack, convenient to handle and
delivers contents in best condition.

98% of Southern Peaches are shipped
in these baskets.

WRITE FOR PRICE NOW

Package Sales Corporation
106 E. Jefferson St., South Bend, Ind.

half a cartridge of dynamite in each
tree hole, the cartridges were next cut

in two. This is a very simple operation,

although a good many people seem to

be afraid to do it. Dynamite comes in

heavy paraffined paper wrapping. Hold
the stick in one hand, run a sharp knife
around the center, letting the blade
sink into the dynamite about a quarter
of an inch all around. Then take one
end of the cartridge in each hand and
gently break it in two. Next insert the
blasting cap to which the fuse has been
attached in a hole punched in the side

of the cartridge of dynamite and tie it

in place. It doesn't do to insert the
cap into the dynamite at the cut end
because there is no way of tying it in

place and it is almost sure to pull out
when one attempts to put the charge
into the bore hole.

A mark on the side of the punch indi-

cated the depth of the bore holes and
made it easily possible to get them of

uniform depth. The charges were
pushed to the bottom of the holes with
a broom handle and the holes then
tightly tamped with moist earth. The
protruding fuse ends were then lighted.

After the holes had been shot, men
followed who dug out the holes and
filled them to the proper depth. Sub-
soil was used for. the filling, the richer

top soil being reserved to fill in around
the roots. After that the earth was
thoroughly firmed to prevent settling

and to prevent wind from blowing the

trees over.

By this method, a crew of four men
were able to plant 1,028 trees. The
planters followed the blasters so rap-

idly and woi'ked so systematically that

the planting was all finished within
four or five hours after the blasting had
been completed.
Although the trees were planted three

years ago, there has been but one per
cent of loss, which to me indicates that

the beds were well prepared. The
stump blasting and the tree planting

required 320 pounds of a low-strength
dynamite, 1,040 blasting caps, 60 elec-

tric blasting caps and about 2,600 feet

of fuse. The total cost of the work,
labor included, amounted to $122,

which Mr. Schram thought was de-

cidedly cheap for the amount of work
done.
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Cold Storage Apple Holdings Feb. 1, 1918
By Charles J. Brand, Chief U. S. Bureau of Markets

March

REPORTS from 549 storages show
ttiat their rooms contain 2,202,808

barrels and 5,118,438 boxes of apples.
The 513 storages that reported for Feb-
ruary 1 of this year and last show a

present stock of 2,091,636 barrels and
4,962,898 boxes, as compared with
2,121,206 barrels and 3,790,499 boxes
last year, a decrease of 1.4 per cent in

the barreled apples and an increase of

30.9 per cent in the boxed apples, which
is the equivalent of the total increase
of 361,229 barrels, or 10.7 per cent. For
the purposes of this comparison, it is

considered that three boxes are equiv-
alent to one barrel. The 511 storages
that reported for both December 1, 1917,

and February 1, 1918, showed a de-
crease of 16.9 per cent in the barreled

apples and 12.3 per cent in the boxed
apples, or a total decrease of 15.6 per
cent during the month of January,
while the 448 storages reporting their

holdings for both December 1, 1916,

and February 1, 1917, showed a de-
crease of 18.6 per cent in the barreled-
apple holdings and 8.3 per cent in the
boxed-apple holdings, or a total de-
crease of 15.3 per cent during January,
1917. As a few storages have not re-

sponded to our inquiries, this report
does not include all holdings. Upon re-

quest any or all of the information con-
tained in cold storage reports will be
telegraphed immediately upon its re-

lease. These reports are free except
for the telegrams, which are sent
charges collect.

Number
of

Storages
Reporting

Barrels Boxes

Combined
Holdings
Expressed
in Bbls.*

Comparison
of Holdings
on a Pet.

Basis

Comparison of holdings

—

February 1, 1917
February 1, 1918

Comparison of holdings

—

December 1, 1916
February 1, 1917

549

513
513

448
448

2,202,808

2,121,206
2,091,636

2,615,174
1,732,831

5,118,438

3,790,499
4,962,898

3,626,401
3,322,220

3,908,954

3,384,706
3,745,935

3,823,974
2,840,238

100.0
110.7

100.0
74.3

Three boxes to the barrel.

COMPARISON OF HOLDINGS BY SECTIONS

New England
Middle Atlantic . . .

South Atlantic . . . .

North Central (E) .

North Central (W) .

South Central
Western (N)
Western (S)

Number
Storages
Reporting

26
106
54
95
87
70
39
34

December 1, 1917

Barrels Boxes
162,225
784,117
640,903
766,620
447,027
239,641

37,884
506,821
92,704

522,945
581,428
373,901

1,343,046
968,760

February 1, 1918

Barrels Boxes
131,794
493,951
424,099
613,796
327,431
136,299

47,778
907,322
89,197

717,017
614,319
498,277
974,143
903,702

Increase
or

Decrease
—15.5
—16.4
—32.4
—9.4
—17.0
—17.0
—27.5
—6.7

Total. 511 3,040,533
I
4,427,489

|
2,127,370

|
4,751,755 |

—17.8

PERCENTAGE OF DECEMBER 1 HOLDINGS MOVED FROM STORAGE

MONTH
Season 1915-1916

Barrels
|
Boxes

|
Comb'd

Season 1916-1917
Barrels

|
Boxes

|
Comb'd

Season 1917-1918
Barrels | Boxes | Comb'd

December .... 12.2 11.5 12.0 15.1 0.1 10.4 13.1 -1-19.6 2.2
14.2 16.5 14.7 18.6 8.3 15.3 16.9 12.3 15.6

February 19.9 20.9 20.1 18.6 30.9 22.4
20.4 18.1 20.0 19.4 28.1 22.2
17.3 14.6 16.7 12.0 12.3 12.2
12.2 11.5 11.9 11.3 15.1 12.4

Distribution of Cars for Food and Feed

Director-General McAdoo and the
Food Administration have arranged to

co-operate in the distribution of cars
for the food and feed trades: (1) The
grain and grain product and feed ship-
pers are to first apply for cars in the
usual way through railroad agents; in

case of not being furnished within a

reasonable time they may then apply to

the Zone Representatives of the Food
Administration Grain Division at the

WANTED!
A wideawake, active man to buy one of the
finest commercial orchards in Oregon, consist-
ing of 70 acres of ten-year-old, clean, vigorous,
full bearing apple trees. 42 acres Rome Beauty,
18 acres Gano, 10 acres Jonathan. Soil of highest
quality. Good dwelling house, barn and frost-
proof warehouse of 25,000 boxes capacity. Com-
plete equipment, including one of the latest
model Cutler Apple Grading machines. Every-
thing ready for immediate possession and oper-
ation. A bargain if sold before May 1st. Will
give terms.
For particulars address

The United States National Bank
LA GRANDE, OREGON

various terminals, stating the cars re-

quired, point at which it is desired cars

should be set, character of the product
to be loaded, the destination of ship-

ment and the consignee. (2) The ship-

pers of sugar, beans, rice, vegetables,

live stock, meat and perishables gener-
ally, should first apply for cars in the
usual way through railroad agents; in

case not being furnished within reason-
able time they may apply directly to

the Food Administration in Washing-
ington, stating the cars required, the

point to be set, the character of the
commodity to be loaded, the consignee
and destination. (3) Diversion of ship-

ment in transit except for perishables
will not be permitted from destination

given by the shipper to the forwarding
agent of railroad where cars have been
placed and loaded on the specific re-

quest of Food Administration as out-

lined above. (4) The Food Administra-
tion does not undertake to secure cars

nor can the Director General of Rail-

roads in these uncertain times of bliz-

zards and winter storms undertake to

supply all cars applied for, but it is

hoped that the new arrangement will

Fruit Buyers
"Caro Fibre" Fruit Wrappers
"Prolong the Life of Fruit"

Buy 'Xaro" Wrapped Fruit

Fruit Growers!
The above ad appears in the
leading fruit buyers' journals
throughout the United States.

Use Your Brains to Wrap Your Fruit

Take Advantage of Our Advertising

You can prove what we say. We can
prove it by letters from the largest fruit
buyers in the United States.

Use ''Caro'' Fibre
Print your own name on your fruit. Use
our "slogan" on every wrapper: "This
is a 'Caro Fibre Wrapper." Caro prolongs
the life of fruit."

Samples FREE at

Union Waxed Parchment Paper Co.
MANUFACTURERS

F. B. DALLAM, Sole Agent
112 Market Street San Francisco, California

HOMES AND FARMS
IN THE "SUNNY SOUTH '

Nature has blessed this favored section
with mild, healthful climate, produc-
tive soil and all that makes life worth
living. You can buy good farm land fn

VirgiDia. W. Va. and North Carolina at

$15 per aero and up. Fruit, truck, poul-

try and peneral farming will prove suc-
cessfa) here. Write for information, illustrated literature, etc*

F.H.LaBarane, Ag.&lDd AgL.N.&W.Ry. 228 Ry Bdg. RoanokcVa.

N. Z. Fruitgrowers'

Federation, Ltd.

The Third National

Apple Show
WILL BE HELD IN THE

Harbour Board Store

Auckland

2nd to 4th, May, 1918

This Exhibition offers an

unique opportunity for

displaying

Orchard Requisites

For terms of Advertising in Catalogue

or exhibiting at the Show
apply:

THE EDITOR
Better Fruit Publishing Co.

Hood River, Oregon
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give the Food Administration definite

information, whicli it can give in turn

to the Director General of Railroads for

his assistance in the distribution of cars

into the territories and trades of the

most acute needs.

Farm Diary, Business Record and Ac-
count Book has just been published. The
publishers state the book was prepared
after the plan outlined by Mr. E. H.
Thompson, Department of Agriculture,

with an introduction by Mr. W. J.

Spillman, Chief Office of Management,
United States Department of Agricul-

ture. The title page is a splendid rec-

ommendation for the book. The book
is so arranged for keeping accounts of

expense and receipts for each day of

the year. Published by The World
Book Company, Yonkers on Hudson,
New York. Price $1.50.

Government Inspection of Fruits and
Vegetables

The Food Products Inspection Serv-

ice is now available to shippers in the

markets named below and it is expected
that within the next thirty days the

service will be established also in San
Francisco, Denver, Detroit, Indian-

apolis, Atlanta, Birmingham, Buffalo

and Omaha. Applications for inspec-

tions in any market should be addressed
to the inspector in charge of that mar-
ket, or to the Bureau of Markets, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Baltimore, Maryland.—^Washington office.

Boston, Mass.—C. E. Merrill, Inspector, 408
Fidelity Building. 148 State Street.

Chicago, Illinois.—B. B. Pratt, Supervising
Inspector, 604 Distributors' Building, 236 N.
Clark Street.

Cincinnati, Ohio.—Howard E. Kramer, 307
.lohnson Building.

Cleveland, Ohio.—B. C. Butner, Inspector, 8
Exchange Building.
Dallas, Texas. —Forth Worth office.

Fort Worth, Texas.—L. G. Schultz, Inspector,
505 Moore Building, Tenth and Main Streets.

Galveston, Texas.—Houston office.

Houston, Texas.—Wesley V. Stephens, In-
spector, 307 Southern Pacific Building.
Jacksonville, Florida.—T. C. Curry, 909 Bis-

bee Building.
Jersey City, N. J.—^New York office.

Kansas City, Missouri.—F. E. DeSellem, Su-
pervising InsxDector, 202 Produce Exchange
Building.
Memphis, Tennessee.—L. J. Weishaar, In-

spector, 804 Exchange Building.
Minneapolis, Minnesota.—W. F. Selleck, In-

spector, 300 Market State Bank Building.
New Orleans, Louisana.—F. H. Lister, In-

spector, 314 Metropolitan Building.
New York, N. Y.—E. L. Markell, Supervision

Inspector, 707 Fruit Trade Building, 204 Frank-
lin Street.
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.—F. A. L. Bloom,

Inspector, Bureau of Markets.
Philadelphia, Pa.—B. J. Russell, Inspector,

315 Insurance Exchange Building, Third and
Walnut Streets.

Pittsburg, Pa.—F. G. Robb, Inspector, 303
Kellerman Building, Eighteenth and Pennsyl-
vania Avenue.
Providence, R. I.—Boston office.

St. Louis, Missouri.—Fred T. Bryan,
spector, 400 Old Custom House, Third
Olive Streets.

St. Paul, Minnesota.—Minneapolis office.

Washington, D. C.—Supervision: W.
Scott, C. T. More, Burea« of Markets.

In-
and

M.

EARN '"$50.00 DAY
WITH THE

Gearless Improved Standard
Well Drilling Machine

Drills through any formation.
P'ive years ahead of any other.

Has record of drilling 130 feet and driving casing in
9 hours. Another record where 70 feet was drilled on
2% gallons distillate at 9c per gallon. One man can
operate. Electrically equipped for running nights.
Fishing job. Engine Ignition. Catalogue W-8.

REIERSON MACHINERY CO., Mfg., 1295-97 Hood St.,Portlaiid, Ore.

The New Fruit-Fog Catalog

IS READY!
Send Postal for Your Free Copy

'

This new catalog of Hayes Fruit-Fog Spray-
ers should be in every fruit grower's hands.

It means thousands of dollars in added fruit

yields. . ... ,, i

Tells all about Fruit-Fog, the scientifically

atomized super spray which is producing phe-

nomenal vielus by stamping out all hidden pests.

Pictures and describes the complete line of

FRUIT-FOG
SPRAYERS

including the highly perfected HAYES FRUIT-
FOG GUN.
Send a postal at once for a free copy of this com-

plete catalog. We will include "Successful Spray-
ing," a guide that shows how and when to spray
and' what to use. Now being used by thousands of
growers and by prominent agricultural schools.

Mail the coupon at once! Get these books which
tell how to increase your fruit yields by stamping
out all hidden pests.

There is no obligation. Write today!

HAYES PUMP & PLANTER CO.
Dept. K, GALVA, ILLINOIS

A Message
for Fruit and
Vegetable

Growers

We desire to get in touch with Fruit

and Vegetable Growers in all parts

of the country in order to establish

Fruit and Vegetable Drying Plants

for single firms that want to build

new and up-to-date drying plants for

themselves and with two or more
Growers that would favor the con-

struction of a drying plant on a

co-operative basis.

There are many millions of dollars worth of Fruit and Vegetables

left to rotten on the ground and many more millions of dollars are

paid in freight rates, tin cans and boxes that can and must be saved.

We will invest some of our own capital, if you wish, as we are sure

that it is to our mutual benefi^, if you write us today for particulars.

All information on this subject will be given cheerfully and free of

charge. If you are in business for making the best profits write now.

The A. A. A. Evaporator Manufacturing Co., Inc.

2371-73 Market Street, San Francisco, California

J. C. Butcher Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

MANUFACTURERS
—OF—

Lime and Sulphur
Bordeaux Paste

Miscible Oil
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Mr. Fruit Grower:
The 1918 apple crop will, in all probability, be the largest yet

recorded. Also, there is certain to be the greatest scarcity of labor

yet experienced, especially of experienced packers and sorters.

With a CUTLER GRADER you can teach inexperienced help to

pack and sort and handle your crop quickly and at the least cost.

We are giving discounts for early orders and shipments.

WRITE NOW for circular and prices.

CUTLER FRUIT GRADER CO.
New Address: 351 East Tenth Street, Portland, Oregon

There is Profit in Poultry Raised by the ''Buckeye" System

BUCKEYE
IHOT->VATEiR
ncubators

HATCH MRTHfrCHaBM66.

Keep the
Lamp

Burning
and turn

the eggs.

The
'Buckeye"
does the

rest.

No experience needed to successfully hatch chicks
in a "Buckeye." Maintains its temperature in

any location, from freezing weather up to 100
degrees, and once adjusted will not vary.

You can heat any "Buckeye" to 103° in LESS THAN ONE HOUR and the temper-
ature is guaranteed to be uniform^to the fraction of a degree at all times

" Buckeye"
Brooders

The new way. Raises bigger,

better chicks at one-quarter
the cost of old style brooders.

Will brood 100 to 1,000 chicks.

Can be set up any place nnrl

will burn coal, coke, gas, briqu-

ettes or charcoal. Nothing to

wear out or break.

"Buckeye" Portable Brooders come in 3 sizes—60, 100 and 150 chicks—See Catalog

OUR POULTRY SUPPLY CATALOG lists everything necessary for the profitable
production of poultry; tells how to care for and raise chickens—a useful reference
for all who are interested in poultry. • « ^ ^ , m.tAsk for Catalog No. 202

Manufacturers of

Diamond
Poultry Foods

Western Agents

Lee's Foods
and Remedies

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL ADVERTISERS,

INC.
Rochester, New York, December 1, 1917.

Editor Better Fruit:
Perhaps it is because I was once a farmer

and am now an agriculturist that I have been
called into this matter, but, at any rate, I have
promised Dr. Dunn, of the Conservation De-
partment of the Fuel Administration, that I

would write you, asking for editorial help.
We want to get a message over to the whole
people, impressing the necessity for the con-
servation of fuel. And we want to talk to
every man in terms that he can understand,
and that is why, instead of sending you a
"mat" story, I am giving you some facts and
suggestions and asking you, through your
paper, to talk to your people.
The facts are that we need a hundred million

tons of coal more than in a normal year. Pro-
duction has been increased fifty million tons.
There is, therefore, a fifty million tons short-
age. The people can save that fifty million
tons if they will. All classes of people are
being asked to help. A kitchen shovelful of
coal per day saved by every householder
means an annual saving of twenty-five million
tons. More careful firing can bring this about.
Again, Americans, as a rule, have their houses
super-heated. Sixty-eight degrees is the health-
ful heat. This will be preached. Americans
keep their houses too dry. A pan of water on
the stove or register, giving off a little moist-
ure, will make for health and comfort at a
considerably lower temperature than is agree-
able in a drj- room. Unused portions of the
house should be closed off. Storm windows
and weather strips should be used more than
ever. In many cases a distinct saving can be
made by the use of oil stoves. Hundreds of
thousands of houses have fireplaces that can
be used w ith w ood on cold evenings instead of
booming up the furnace. This will be widely
advocated.

In many localities the farmers especially are
in a position to conserve coal by burning more
w ood—perhaps in the kitchen. Where this can
be done it makes a double saving: It saves
coal and saves the coal that is burned to
transport that coal, saves cars and engines that
are needed for other work. There are dead
trees, dead limbs and old rails that can be
burned now to the betterment of the farm.
There are trees that can be selected, that
should be cut and piled now against next
w inter's shortage. In many parts of the coun-
try farmers can accumulate a surplus of such
wood for next winter's use. Your readers can
save money for themselves and help in the
proper equipment and care of the boys "over
there." May we hope for an early editorial
from you, urging the present necessity upon
them and impressing them with the fact that
every little bit helps.

Your very truly,
L. B. Jones.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Internal Revenue Service,

Portland, Oregon.
I wish to inform you that I have been noti-

fied by the Treasury Department at Washing-
ton, D. C, that the time for filing the 1917
INCOME TAX RETURNS, including individuals
and corporations, has been extended to April 1,

191S, thus giving an additional month to that
provided by the War Tax Act of October 3,

1917. As soon as the blanks are received each
corporation will be notified. I should greatly
appreciate the E.\RLY filing of returns in order
that the work of this office may not be unduly
congested.

Very respectfully,
Milton A. Miller,

Collector.

War bread is wholesome, likeable. It

saves for our Allies.

For Sale
One Deming Power Sprayer, "Victory,"

three h. p. Novo Engine, Duplex pump,

200-gallon tank, two 50-foot leads of hose,

pressure gauge and tank filler. Used

very little; in good condition. Cost

$380.00. First check for $175.00 gets

complete outfit, f. o. b. this station.

A. F. PAGE
Stevensville, Montana

ii
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The Orchard Ladder
fJL Oiisli'I'V must bear the name
Ul \{IJaill.J "Northwest." Thous-

ands are sold on their merits. Ask your

dealer to let you see our ladder.

A Pruner
which does the

work twice as fast

as any other make, and costs no more.

Why not use the best?

It's the Bastian
If your dealer does not carry our Ladder and Pruner in stock, write us direct for prices.

Information on our Orchard Supplies gladly given on request.

N. W. Fence & Supply Co,
PORTLAND, OREGON

I
Prune Evaporation

By F. R. Brown, Marion County Agricultural Agent, Salem, Oregon

ADISCUSSION of prune evaporation
and all factors affecting such must

necessarily commence with the harvest-

ing methods. The normal season for

harvesting prunes in the Willamette
Valley is from September 10 to October
5. We find, however, that during the

past few years there is an increasing

tendency on the part of the growers to

hurry the season. In other words, a

great many growers are beginning as

early as the 1st of September and fin-

ishing as early as the 25th, or ten days
in advance of the normal season. With
these facts before us, then let us con-
sider the effect of this early harvesting.

Through experiments carried out at the
Oregon Agricultural College it has been
found that the following figures are

fairly accurate, showing the loss due
to this early harvesting: There is a loss

in weight of fresh fruit because the

sugar contained increases very rapidly
during the last three or four days that

the prunes remain on the tree. Expe-
rience covering two years give the fol-

lowing figures: A loss in weight due to

shaking 6 per cent. Since the sugar

contained in the prune vitally aff'ects

the drying quality it is natural to find

that prunes which are shaken from the

tree dry lighter than those which drop
naturally. The average difference over

a period of three years shows a gain in

weight in favor of prunes dropping nat-

urally of 4.5 per cent. This means, then,

that the grower annually loses 10.5 per

cent of the weight of his dried prunes
by harvesting too early. Add to this

the cost of shaking, which runs from
$3.00 to $6.00 per ton, and estimating

the price on a basis of $125 per ton of

dried fruit, we find the total loss due
to harvesting amounting to be from $18
to $20 per ton, or more than enough to

pay the cost of cultivating, pruning and
spraying the orchards. To further sub-
stantiate this fact, observations were

I made during the seasons 1912-14 and
1917, those seasons which were particu-
larly noticeable on account of the diffi-

culty experienced in getting the prunes
from the trees. These observations re-
veal the following facts. First, that

after resorting to severe shaking and
clubbing there still remained on the
trees at the end of the season a num-
ber -of prunes. An inspection, however,
ten days later revealed the fact that not
a single prune remained on the trees,

but scattering prunes on the ground in-

dicated that at the proper time prunes
dropped of their own accord.
Let us now take the question of fray-

ing. There are many ways in connec-
tion with the fraying of prunes where
greater efficiency can be obtained. For
instance, it is found in one case by
careful experiments and substantiated
in many others by observation that

.

enough rotten prunes were placed in
the trays to show a net loss of $2.73 per

The Final Test

Are you producing clean

fruit at low cost?

This is the final test of

your methods.

In the fall it is too late to

repair errors.

Now is the time to review

last season's results and
plan for the future.

Latimer's Dry Arsenate of Lead
Will help you produce cleaner fruit.

We'can convince you of this.

Use Latimer's Dry on only a part of your orchard the first

year. Compare your results. Then you will know.

High combined arsenate makes Latimer's Dry quick to kill.

Extreme fineness gives covering power and adhesiveness.

Uniformity in composition assures uniform results.

The Latimer Chemical Company
GRAND JUNCTION, COLO.
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THE

DUSTER
TheLaborSaver

Use Only Niagara

Dusting Sulpliur
AND

Dusting Mixtures

They have been PROVED
and approved by those
who have made a success
of dusting.

A leadingfruit grower of White
Salmon Valley (Washington)
says: "It took three men fifty

hours to apply one spray of
liquid in my orchard, while two
of us DUSTED it with equal
thoroughness in eight hours."

Reports like these come from
Hood River, Yakima, We-
natchee and every place where
the Niagara has been used.

The Niagara

Dusting

Macliines
WITH

NIAGARA
DUSTING

MATERIALS
are responsible for the

Success of

Modern Dusting

They make possible the best

DISTRIBUTION in the most
effective form.

Niagara Dusting Machines

and Dusting Materials

Are distributed from
supply stations at

Oakland, Los Angeles

and Portland

F. A. FRAZIER, Western Distributing Agent, 325 13th St., Oakland, California

Use Niagara Soluble Sulphur for Dormant and Spring Spraying

ton, due to the fact that after drying
these must be picked out. When left in

they injure the quality of the product.

Another factor is the tendency not to

fill the trays to their greatest capacity.

This has been found to account for a

loss in the drying cost of $4.27 per ton.

This is based on the fact that it costs

just as much to send a tray through the

dryer filled to 80 per cent of its capaci-

ty as it would to send it through com-
pletely filled. I was glad to hear Mr.

Nice Bright Western Pine

FRUIT BOXES
AND CRATES

Good standard grades. Well made. Quick shipments.
Carloads or less. Get our prices.

Western Pine Box Sales Co.
SPOKANE. WASH

True-to-Name Nursery
Offers for spring planting all leading varieties

of apple, pear, cherry, apricot and peach trees.

Address all communications to

TRUE-TO-NAME NURSERY
H.S.Galligan.Prop. Phone 4796. Hood River.Oregon

Portland Wholesale Nursery Company
Rooms 6 & 7, 122 !4 Grand Ave., Portland, Oregon

Wholesalers of Nursery Stock and Nursery Supplies

A very complete line of

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Vines, Etc.

SPECIALTIES
Clean Coast Grown Seedlings

Oregron Champion Gooseberries and Perfection Currant
Write Now — Write Now

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT

Paulus make the statement that the
prune which has been lyed heavily does
not process as nicely as do those dried
without the use of lye. I have this same
statement from all of the principal
prune-packing plants in Oregon. From
experiments carried out on a commer-
cial scale we have found out that with
proper drying methods the use of lye

is not necessary and not only affects

the processing quality of the prunes but
the appearance and quality of the pro-
duct itself. I think some steps should
be taken to grade the prunes into two
sizes before they go into the evaporator,
since it is a well-known fact that the
small prunes on the same tray with the
larger ones will not dry in the same
length of time. This mean that either

the small prunes will be over-dried or
the large prunes under-dried, or both.
In either case hand sorting will be
necessary.
There are a number of factors which

infiuence the evaporation of prunes.
For the most part growers are content
to base their conclusion as to the effi-

ciency of any particular evaporator on
the time required to dry a tray of
prunes. This is not necessarily a cor-
rect basis, since the difference in drying
time very often is not sufficient to war-
rant the dilference in dried weight. In
other words, since we are selling by the
pound it would seem the more logical

way to base our conclusions on the
weight of dried fruit obtained from any
given amount of green fruit. Climatic
conditions assert a marked effect under
our present conditions. Experiments

and observations covering a period
from 1911 to 1917 shows that the aver-

age weight of dried prunes per bushel
of fresh is 17 pounds for rainy seasons
and 19% pounds for dry seasons. Care-
ful experiments during the same period
brought to light the fact that where
conditions could be controlled 20.3

pounds for rainy seasons and 24.4

pounds per bushel for dry seasons
could be obtained. An average increase

of 4.1 pounds per bushel, or 22..5 per
cent. This is no doubt too high, but

shows that a great saving may be made.

Spray Hose
"GUARANTEED" BRAND

Buy something good, it pays,

If your merchants do not carry

it, we will sell you direct, express

charges prepaid, 25c per foot.

Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg. Co.
544 1st Ave. So., SEATTLE

NOW is the time to send to

Milton Nursery Company
MILTON, OREGON

FOR THEIR 1918 CATALOG.

FULL LINE OF NURSERY STOCK.

"Genuineness and Quality"
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The effect of drying time on the drying
percentage or weight per bushel is not
very marked. For instance, a difference

in drying time from 29 hours to 77

hours gave a difference in dry per cent

of only 4 per cent in favor of the

shorter time. There seems to be little

or no difference in drying percentage so

long as the drying time is kept below
30 hours and above 15 hours. An addi-

tional advantage of the shorter time is

noted in the more attractive appearance
of the finished product. In order to

obtain a drying time within the limits

noted above the following conditions

were found essential: A temperature
in the beginning not lower than 120 and
preferably as high as 140 degrees. A
finishing temperature not higher than
180 degrees and not lower than 165 de-

grees. The maximum temperature for

the finish would depend largely on the

circulation of air. At no time should
the circulation of air drop below 660

feet per minute, and while we have no
definite figures to give as to how high
a circulation would be desirable, we
have found that with the air circulation

as rapid as 1,000 to 1,200 feet per min-
ute, very excellent results were ob-

tained. Another interesting fact in con-
nection with the circulation of air is to

the effect that the humidity of the air

as it passes out is not sufficient to hin-
der its use a second, third or even
greater number of times. In other
words, there is no reason from a

moisture standpoint why the air should
not be returned to the furnace pit again
and again. Since in most cases this

could be returned at a temperature
fully twice as high as that of the out-

side temperature. By reheating, with
perhaps a small amount of new air

added, a great saving of fuel would be
made. The question in connection with
this, however, is, can a means be ob-
tained of returning this air to the fur-

nace at a cost small enough to warrant
its adoption? Summing up, then, some
of the facts in relation to prune evapo-
ration we find it possible to decrease
our cost of harvesting and increase our
profits by allowing the prunes to ripen
more fully. We can make more at-

tractive products by omitting the use of

lye and substituting a more rapid cir-

culation of air in the evaporator. Be-
yond this there is still considerable
experimental work to be done, and we
trust that the Oregon Agricultural Col-
lege, with its new facility for carrying
on the work, will be able to render
some valuable assistance to the prune
growers in the near future.

Order Spray Material Now
Insect pests and fungous diseases are

always with us and must be combatted.
Due to transportation difficulties and a

possible shortage of spray material,
growers are urged to consider their

seasonal needs and order their insecti-

cides and fungicides now. Traffic con-
gestion and freight embargoes threaten
seriously to interfere, if not largely to

prevent the timely shipment of large
quantities of fungicides and insecti-

cides, for use in seed treatment and
early summer spraying and dusting.

Hook Up a "High Speed** Sprayer

With Your Farm Engine
Has direct connection with engine shaft—no troublesome gears.
Operates at the full speed of engine—from 450 to 550 strokes
per minute. Maintains very high pressure—250 lbs.—enabling
you to cover every inch of bark with a fine misty spray.
The capacity—6 gals, per minute—makes it easy to spray
a big orchard on time. Vacuum and air chambers in-
sure steady flow of liquid For real sprayer satisfac-
tion, use

POULDS SPRAYERg

—50 styles. Our Service Department will
guarantee every one to perform satisfac-
torily the work for which recommended.
All rigidly tested and backed by 69 years'
pump-making experience. "We also
make a complete line of Power, Wind-
mill and Hand Pumps for water supply
and other services.

You need our f. ee book, "Hand and
Power Sprayers. ' Contains informa-
tion of great value to every fruit
grower. Write us today for your
copy. Address Dept 44.

The Goulds Mfg. Co.^
Main Offi -e and Works:

Seneca Falls, N. Y.

Branches:

Boston New York
Ptiiladelphia

Chicago
Pittsburgh
Atlanta
Houston

(jOULDS
I

^3>
Goulds Fig. 1662

High Speed" Power Sprayer
—operates at speed of engine—no gear reduction whatever.

Box Strapping and Tie Buckles
HOLD WHERE OTHER METHODS OF PACKING FAIL

Cold rolled flat wire, lacquered
finish or galvanized, for use with
tin seals. No nails used in this

application.

Packed in bbls. of 500 lbs.

Acme Steel Box Strapping in coils of 300 feet, 20 coils to

a case. Larger coils of 3,000 feet. This strapping is used
with nails and is lacquered finished.

Acme No. 4 Bale "tie Fastener,
used with No. 17-18 round wire.

Holds securely and has no prong
to break off.

Packed 50,000 to a bbl.

Write for Catalog

Acme Steel Goods Co., Mfrs.

2840 Archer Avenue, CHICAGO

Branch and Warehouse, 311 California Street, San Francisco
Dot Embossed Strapping
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|S Right Back in the Saune Row

! and Right Up to the Trees

|2 Under the Low Branches!

1 Patented

|!

"
Turning Feature

"

1^ Immensely Important in Orchard

in Tractor
|H

fa Will the tractor you buy turn in a 10-
|S foot circle (5-foot radius) pulling as
Ira strong on the short turns as on the
|™ straight aicay—and will it do that with-

in out straining one side or one wheel?

In That's of vital importance ! Many trac-

iB tors work well when pulling straight—
ig it's on the turns that you will get good
In or poor service from your tractor.

|S The Bean TrackPULL Tractor is the
iS only small orchard-and-vincjiard tractor
|S made that delivers full pmrrr on 10-foot
|5 turns and it turns without straining one
i5 side, pivoting, or doing anything else that
|k a tractor shouldn't do.

15 This remarkable machine is huilt on
Ij patented FRONT-DRIVE principle—you
IJ steer with tlie single track which does all

|S the pulling whichever way you go. You
iS can turn it back down the same row ^see

I
J illustration above) without lifting out
ij the tools making as short a turn as with
|S a team

!

! Absolutely no other tractor acts so like
iB a team while doing three times as much,W is so handy, so efficient, so staunch, and! so protected against over-strain!

Ib You'll want the TrackPULL eventually

H —go see it now. Send coupon at once
IH for catalog, complete description, and
in name of nearest demonstrating agent,

in Don't buy a tractor that does less,

la Don't do without one that does so much,
in Send the coupon now.

I BEAN
I TrackPULL Tractor |

Don't buy a tractor until you have mailed
tliQ coupon.

iB Bean Spray Pump Co. ft!

IB 813 W. Julian St.. !
San Jose, California. HI

III Send me catalog and full information without WL\

Igi obligation on my part. Bl

ij Name p|

m Street !
City pi

! County State U\

Ijj No. of acres Pl
|B Kind of crops grown J|B

Both Prof. Lovett and Prof. Barss,
Oregon Agricultural College specialists,

think that growers had best order as
early possible. Lead arsenate has prac-
tically doubled in price, and in many
cases it may be advisable to substitute
arsenate of lime (calcium arsenate).
This material is satisfactory and safe
when used properly. Rrepresentative
samples of the material (one-half
pound) should be sent to the chemist
at the Oregon Experiment Station, Cor-
vallis, for analysis and advice as to the
dilution to use and the proper pro-
cedure when mixing.

Our Hour of Trial

Now is the hour of our testing.

We must save, serve and sacrifice.

If we are selfish or even careless, we
are disloyal; we are the enemy at home!
"Food will win the war!" Whose

food, German or American? The world
awaits your answer.
We must save, serve and sacrifice.

The Task Ahead
Germany's greatest ally is the false

belief in the United States that the war
will be short. Face the grim facts.

Prepare in your own home, in your
business and in your community.

The war is causing a shortage of men
in all classes of labor. The fruit grower
should realize that it is not going to be
as easy to secure men in 1918 as in

former years. Therefore he should
provide himself with all kinds of ma-
chines that will save the work of men,
consequently the tractor should be
thoroughly investigated by the fruit

grower. Tractor-manufacturing com-
panies which have made large tractors

for farmers have realized for a long
time the necessity of devising and
building a tractor adapted to orchard
work which is low down, so not to

rub against the trees, and one that can
turn around in the orchard without
taking up too much room. During the

last few years a number of tractors de-

vised for orchard work have been put
on the market. Growers who have used
them state they are proving highly effi-

cient and extremely economical, claim-
ing that one tractor will do the work
of several teams, so it seems wise to

suggest that the tractor is worthy of

favorable investigation by every fruit

grower, especially those who have the
largest-sized orchards.

On account of the shortage of labor
and supplies it is wise of the fruit

grower to order his grading machine
early. Grading machines have proved
efficient and economical. Those who
have used grading machines have re-

duced the cost of packing very mate-
rially, which is variously estimated
from three or four cents per box to

seven or eight cents. Fruit growers
will save extra money, and on account
of the scarcity of men, the economy
and efficiency of grading machines no
fruit grower with a good-sized crop of

apples should fail to use a grading ma-
chine in packing out his crop.

PAJARO VALLEY
IS ONE OF THE CLEANEST

HORTICULTURAL DISTRICTS

IN THE UNITED STATES

This condition is due largely to the State
and County investigations that have been
conducted there by Mr. W. H. Volck.

Mr. Volck is now Director of Research
of the California Spray Chemical Co., and
his recommendations are of the highest
authority.

Success in orcharding depends upon
the orchard management, and one of the
serious factors of orchard management
is spraying. Expert opinion can be
readily obtained by writing Mr. Volck.

ORTHO DRY Arsenate of Lead,
in competition with other
brands, received the highest
award ever conferred on sprays
at any exposition.

ORTHO DRY Arsenate of Lead
is a hght, finely divided powder,
equally suitable for either wet
or dry application. The conven-
ience and ease of handling should
recommend it to any progressive
fruit grower; only half the
weight to haul; no rubbing or
or mixing; just put it in the tank
and start the agitator.

ORTHO DRY Arsenate of Lead
has been used in all the fruit

growing districts of the Pacific

Coast, and has an army of friends

who maintain that it is vastly su-

perior to any other lead arsenate.

Successful control of pests

depends largely upon the sprays
used. You get the best results

when you use ORTHO DRY Ar-
senate of Lead.

California Spray Chemical Co.

Seattle—Watsonville-New York
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Hera's one of the times when a fellow
teas thankful to the friend who sentUm that aouch of Real Gravelg.

Send Him a pouch
of

Real GRAVELY Chewing Plug
Real Gravely Chewing Plug—there's the

soldier's tobacco, that he can use anywhere,
anytime. Just a small chew of Real Gravely
is enough

—

all good tobacco, rich, sappy leaf
made the Gravely way, not loaded up with
heavy sweetening like ordinary plug.

Give any man a chew of Real Gravely Plug, and he
will tell you that's the kind to send. Send the best!

Ordinary plug is false economy. It coats less per week
to chew Real Gravely, because a small chew of it lasts a
long while.

If you smoke a pipe, slice Gravely with your knife and
add a little to your smoking tobacco. It will give flavor
—improve your smoke.

SEND YOUR FRIEND IN THE U. S. SERVICE
A POUCH OF GRAVELY

Dealers all around here carry it in 10c. pouches. A 3c. ^tamp
will put it into his hands in any Training Camp or Seaport of the
U. S. A. Even 'over there" a 3c. stamp will take it to him. Your
dealer will supply envelope and give you official directions how to
address it.

P. B. GRAVELY TOBACCO CO., Danville. Va.
The Patent Pouch keeps it Fresh and Clean and Good
-~It is not Real Gravely without this Protection Seel

Established 1831

Thinning-Out and Heading-Back in the Apple Tree
By V. R. Gardner, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis, Read Before the State Horticultural Society of Washington, January 4, 1918

DURING recent years few topics
pertaining to fruit growing have
been discussed more frequently

and at greater length than that of meth-
ods of training fruit trees. So much
has been said and written about the
supposed advantages of the open-cen-
tered tree as compared with the
"leader" type of tree, and vice versa,

Richey& Gilbert Co.
H.M. GILBERT, President and Manager

Groweri and Shippers of

Yakima Valley Fruits

and Produce
SPECIALTIES:

Apples, Peaches, Pears and Cantaloupes

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON

CAN TME
EASY WAY

Save fruits, vege
bles and meats. ' Food I

will win the war." Can 1

for home use and for

'

sale. Use a "National"^
Steam Pressure Outfit.
Quick, easy, safe. Larg«
capacity. No spoilage. Food prices
are high—you can make splendid
profits. Outfits—$18 to $2,000. Full description FREE.

NORTHWESTERN STEEL & IRON WORKS
820 Spring St. Eau Claire, Wis.

STEAM PRESSURE
CANNING OUTFITS

that it would seem that this question
would be practically settled, and that
difference of opinion regarding it

would no longer exist. Unfortunately
this assumption is not borne out by the
facts; for probably there never was a

time in the history of fruit growing
when growers were more completely
divided on this question. If this is true
regarding a question that has been dis-

cussed so often, it is not surprising that
there is much uncertainty in the minds
of growers when it comes to questions
of methods of pruning fruit trees, ques-
tions that have received comparatively
little attention in the horticultural press
and that have been touched upon but
casually at such meetings as this. This
last statement may seem a little sur-
prising to some; but it will be noted
that two distinct terms, applying to

two quite distinct practices, have been
used—training and pruning.
At the outset it will be well to make

clear the difference between these
terms, for this article deals almost ex-
clusively with the one and hardly at all

with the other. Furthermore, it is be-
lieved that one of the main reasons for
so many conflicting ideas regarding
pruning is the failure to distinguish be-
tween training and pruning. Training
includes those practices that in one
way or another tend to develop or
modify the general shape of the tree;

on the other hand, pruning includes
those practices that aim to modify func-
tion—what the tree does, as opposed to

what it looks like—through the removal
of parts. This does not mean that func-
tion is absolutely independent of form.
Without doubt the two are to a certain

degree inter-dependent, though this

degree is probably much smaller than
is commonly imagined. As a matter of
fact, the two sometimes may be entirely
independent. It would be possible to

train a tree on a trellis much as we
train American varieties of grapes, and
that without a bit of pruning. Like-
wise it would be possible to prune a
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]Write Today
forThese Free'

/Apple Leaflets
Every Apple Grower should have them. Makes
no difference whether you have a big orchard

or only two or three trees. Tells you how to keep
your trees free from Aphis, Red Bug and other

insects that are becoming increasingly dangerous
to orchards. You can kill and control Aphis with

\ Black Leaf 40—Kills by Contact
Eaually effective when used separately or with other sprays as

directed. Endorsed and recommended by Experiment Stations and
Ag-rlcultural Colleges, and guaranteed by the manufacturers.
Don't delay. Get these books at once. This is the time to con-
trol Aphis. One killed now equals thousands later on.

Yoa who aTe interested in Vegetables. Flowers, or Fruit otber
ttma Apples, should write us £or literature ou these subjects.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Co.
Incorporated Louisville, Kentucky

B/ack Leaf

4

^0%A//cof/oe

Kilfs

Big Yields—Less Labor

To reap the greatest return at harvest time, cultivate thoroughly
before planting. This is the vital time for all crops. With small
grains it is the only cultivation. To do it with less labor requires the

Double Action
Kssmap^ Disk Harrow

It is saving a team and a man for thousands of

farmers right now — and once over does the

work! Its light draft is noted. Equally good
on stubble. The rigid main frame forces

every disk to its work; double cuts, pul-

verizes and levels the ground. Disks
are forged sharp; dust-proof oil-soaked
bearings— perfect service and long
wear.

'

Write for our help{ulfreebook"The Soil
and Its Tillage," and new catalog; also

"

for name of nearest dealer selling
Cutaway (Clark) Implements.

The

Cutaway Harrow Co.
j

61 Main Street a
Higganum, Connecticut

Maker of the original CLA RK ^
Disk Harrows and Plows.

APPLES PEARS ORANGES
For European Distribution.

Boxed Apples and Pears a Specialty.

GERALD DA COSTA
100 & 101, Long Acre, Covent Garden, London, W. C. 2, England

Cables: "Geracost, London." Codes: A.iB. C. 5th Edition and Private.

Shipping Agents: Lunham & MooRE, Produce Exchange, New York.

tree lightly or even severely without
changing its shape in the least. As a
matter of fact most training effects

some change in function and most
pruning effects some change in form.
Nevertheless, it will simplify an analy-
sis of the facts and make easier the
reaching of correct conclusions if the
two operations are kept separate in the
mind.

It has heen stated that this article

deals with pruning and not training.

At this point it will be well to call at-

tention to the fact that pruning neces-
sarily must consist in a thinning-out or
a heading-back of new or old wood, or
both. That is pruning is necessarily of
one or another or both of two kinds.
The difference between these two kinds
of pruning is pretty well explained by
the terms used to indicate them. Head-
ing-back removes a part of a limb or
branch or shoot, leaving more or less of
a stub from which new growth may
reasonably be expected to spring. Thin-
ning-out removes entirely a limb or
branch or shoot, leaving no stub from
which new growth may spring. Thin-
ning-out cuts off down to a larger limb
or branch or to a strong lateral. It is

with the different results attending
these two operations that we shall now
concern ourselves.

Heading vs. Thinning Shoots

The first effect of any ordinary prun-
ing operation is to reduce the number
of buds, the number of active growing
points. Let us see how equally severe
heading and thinning operate in this

respect. For example, a 50 per cent
thinning, a thinning that removes one-
half of the shoots, would remove just

one-half of the buds. An equally severe
heading would remove one-half of the
lateral buds on each and every shoot
and all of the terminal buds. This
would result in a somewhat greater
total bud reduction than the thinning,
incidentally preventing any new shoot
growth arising the following year from
terminal buds. However, this differ-

ence in the number of buds left follow-
ing these two kinds of pruning is com-
paratively small.

Careful experimental work indicates

that the total amount of new shoot
growth produced by a headed shoot is

on the average not greatly different

from that which would have been pro-
duced by the shoot if it had not been
pruned. In other words, heading an
individual shoot is neither much of a

stimulus to, nor a check upon, new
shoot production. Varieties vary con-

siderably in this regard, but in general

the statement will hold. Furthermore,
thinning of shoots does not tend greatly

to make those remaining produce much
more new shoot growth than they

otherwise would have produced in the

unthinned tree. In some varieties thin-

ning tends to increase the number of

new shoots for each old one remaining,

but they generally remain enough
shorter so that the total amount of new
growth remains about the same. The
general effect of these two kinds or

methods of pruning upon the new shoot

growth of the tree, then, is to reduce it
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Make more Money
Pull Iji^ stumps

Clear your stump land
cheaply— no digging, no
expense for teams and
powder. One man with a
K can rip out any stump
that can be pulled with the

best inch steel cable.

Worts by leverage — same
principle as a jack. 100 pound
pull on the lever gives a 48-ton
pull on the stump. Made of the
finest steel—guaranteed against
breakage. Endorsed by U. S.
Government experts.

^^9^^ HAND POWER,^ Stump
1"^ Write today for special

offer and free booklet on
I \V 7A.

' ' l'^"'* Clearing.

iiWalter J. Fitzpatxick
Box 90

182 Fifth Street
San Francisco

:
: , California

FISH!! FISH!!
100 lbs. salmon in brine, shipping weight

165 lbs $11.00
Smoked salmon, 20 lbs. net 3 . 25
Dried True codfish, 10 lbs 1 . 50

Ask for our fresh and cured fish price list.

T. A. BEARD, 4322 Winslow Place, Seattle, Wash.

r. Jones
Now that you've brought your ranch up
to a paying basis with the help of your
good wife and children, don't you think
it's time you spent the price of a few
boxes of fruit in beautifying the home a
bit with some of those dear old-fashioned

shrubs and shade trees around which
you loved to linger when courting Mary?

Sure you do. It's only a matter of get-

ting at it.

Write us at once giving us some infor-

mation as to size of lot or home grounds,
size and location of the house and other
permanent buildings and we'll try to sug-

gest a planting arrangement that will

add charm and value to your place, and
contentment to the home circle.

Roses, Shrubs and Shade Trees

About one hundred varieties of each
from which to select—all proven hardy
sorts.

Prune and Cherry

Don't delay too long in placing your order
for spring planting. We can ship your
order on a day's notice. There's no sur-

plus this year. Apple, pear, apricot, etc.,

are all moving rapidly also.

For fifteen years we have been growing
clean, good stock on the Yakima Indian
Reservation soil and delivering it all over
the West. We are ready to serve you.

Washington Nursery Company
Box 2067, Teppenish, Wash.

materially in the one case and to not
change it materially in the other.

Fruit spurs develop from lateral buds
on shoots. Ordinarily not all lateral

buds on shoots develop into spurs. As
a matter of fact some lateral buds gen-
erally develop into side shoots; still

others remain dormant. Examination
of the condition presented by the two-
year-old or older wood of almost any
bearing apple trees reveals the fact that

normally the buds on the lower part of

the shoot remain dormant; those well
out toward the end are the ones that

develop into shoots; and those along the

middle of the shoot or between its

middle and outer end are the most
prone to form fruit spurs. The upper
ones grow out into shoots and spurs
because they are larger and plumper;
they are larger and plumper because
they, or more accurately the leaves that

subtended them, were better supplied
with light and consequently better

nourished the preceding season. "With

these facts in mind let us see what the
effect is upon spur formation of head-
ing-back shoots. In the first place it is

noted that heading removes practically

all of the buds that normally would
have produced new shoots. But new
shoots are formed in as large numbers
as before. Consequently buds lower on
the shoot that otherwise would have
developed into spurs are forced out
into shoots. This automatically reduces
still further the number of new spurs
unless the heading forces the develop-
ment of fruit spurs from the weak buds
near the base of the shoot that nor-
mally remains dormant. Examination
shows that very few of such weak buds
are actually forced out by the heading-
back, and those that do push out gen-
erally develop into weak shoots instead
of spurs. Thus, the effect of heading-
back is to reduce fruit-spur formation.
If the heading-back is light the reduc-
tion is not a serious one; but if it is

severe it may result practically in pre-
venting it. On the other hand, an
equally severe (say a 50 per cent) thin-

ning of shoots leaves all those buds on
the unpruned shoots. Furthermore, it

does not force the development of new
shoots from buds that usually would
produce spurs. The result is that
while it somewhat reduces new spur
formation, it is much less of a check to

it than equally severe heading.
However, the fruit grower is inter-

ested not only in fruit-spur production
but in fruit-spur functioning as well.

A tree with a thousand strong, vigorous,
productive spurs is probably worth just

as much, if not more, to the grower
than one having twice that number of
spurs, but half of them weak and un-
productive. Therefore, the question
arises as to the comparative influences
of heading-back and thinning-out upon
the behavior of already established
fruit spurs. What a spur will or will

not do in the way of fruit bud and
flower production depends very largely
upon the supply of elaborated food ma-
terials present—food materials classed
by the chemist as carbohydrates, and
including the starches and sugars. In
the presence of relatively large quanti-

ties, of these food materials fruit buds

Million
Dollars

Congress, to increase next

year's crops, has made this

appropriation to bring Nitrate

of Soda, at cost, from Chile.

" What Nitrate Has Done in

the Farmer's Own Hands

"

will be sent to you free if

you send your address on a

post card.

DR. WILLIAM S. MYERS
Director Chilean Nitrate Committee

P. O. Box 248, Berkeley, Cal.

UseYour Ford!
GRIND YOUR FEED
FILL YOUR SILO
SAW YOUR WOOD
SHELL YOUR CORN
PUMP YOU R WATER ^
ELEVATE YOUR GRAIN

Ward Work-a-Ford
Gives you a 12 h. p. engine for less than the cost of
a 2 h, p. Ford builds the best engine in the world-
it will outlast the car— and you might as well save
your money and use it to do all your farm work.

No wear on tires or transmission. Hooks up in 3

minutes. No permanent attachment to car. Cannot
injure car or engine.

Friction Clutch Pulley on end of shaft.Ward Gover-
nor, run by fan belt, gives perfect control.Money back
if not satisfied. Ask for circular and special price.

WARD TRACTOR CO., 2073 N St., Lincoln, Neb.

The
Right
Start
A crop well-started is half-grown.
A moist, smooth, firm seed bed is

essential to a right start. For big-

ger yields use the

"Acme" Pulverizing Harrow
' The Coulters Do the Work." They
cut the soil easily, crushing, pulver-
izing and leveling it. Leading Ex-
periment Stations use and endorse the
"Acme.'" Si2es, 1-horse to 4-horse. Get
our free booli, "The Acme Way to Crops
That Pay ' Send today

Duane H. Nash Inc .
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It takes the fuss

out of breakfast

'T^HANKS to Gliirardelli's—break-

fast-making is not the job it

used to be. There's no fuss—no
muss—no time lost.

If a chocolate pot does not happen to be

handy—yooi use an ordinary stew-pan. It

takes but a minute or two. And then

—

you have the most delicious of all food-

beverages steaming hot, ready to serve.

An ideal blend of ideal foods—cocoa and

pure sugar—Ghirardelli's supplies the max-

imum nutriment at minimum cost. Al-

ways keep a can on hand.

In lb., 1 lb, and 3 lb. cans; a
tabkspoonful—one cent''s worth—

makes a cup.

D. GHIRARDELLI CO.
Since 1SS2 San Francisco

Power Drag Saw does theWorK of 10 Mert

Complete 145 -Sa

One man can move machine from, cut to cut on log. Two men can

Icarry it. Cuts through 3'/4 foot log in three minutes. Approxi-

mately 25 cords a day. 4 H. P. gasoline engine warranted. Steel

wheel cart $10.00 Send for catalogue. manufactured bt

REIERSON MACHINERY CO.
1292 HOOD STREET. PORTLAND. OREGON

RHODES DOUBLE CUT
.PRUNING SHEi

RHODES MFG. <

S20 s. DIVISION AVE., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

YHE only

pruner

made that cuts

from both sides of

the limb and does not

bruise the bark. Made in

all styles and sizes. All

shears delivered free

to your door.

Write for

circular and
prices.

are formed. If they are not present
during the period of fruit-bud forma-
tion (under our conditions July and
August for most apple varieties) the
fruit spur remains vegetative—that is,

it produces a terminal leaf bud and
does not flower. Recent investigations
carried on by the Oregon Agricultural
Experiment Station indicate clearly
that to a very large degree each indi-

vidual spur is dependent upon its own
resources for its supply of elaborated
food. That is, each spur must manufac-
ture in its own leaves the carbohy-
drates that it uses. It cannot draw any
considerable quantity from neighbor-
ing spurs or from adjacent shoots.
Plant physiology teaches us that the
manufacture of starches and other food
materials in the leaves is almost directly

proportional to light supply, other con-
ditions remaining the same. This
means, then, that if the spurs in the
two-year-old and older wood are to set

fruit buds freely they must have an
abundant supply of light. As has been
pointed out, thinning-out of shoot
growth admits more light to the interior

of the tree, to the region of the fruit-

.spur system. On the other hand,
heading-back the shoot growth tends to

make the tree more compact and bushy,
and thereby tends to decrease the light

supply available to the fruit spurs.

Thus it is seen that these two pruning
practices tend in opposite directions so

far as their influence upon fruit-bud
formation is concerned—thinning-out
making the trees more productive and
heading-back making them less pro-
ductive of fruit buds.

It is generally recognized that the

color of apples is dependent to a very
large extent upon the amount of sun-
light that reaches them previous to and
during their ripening season. Apples
that are more or less completely shaded
develop into second or third-grade
apples, if color enters into the grading
rules. After what has been said, the
relative influences of thinning-out and
of heading-back shoots upon the color-

ing of fruit will be obvious.

Heading vs. Thinning Two-Year and
Older Wood

Thus far the discussion has been lim-

ited to a consideration of the inthiences

of heading and thinning shoots only.

In the pruning of older trees we have
to deal with two-year-old and older

wood. The question may well be raised

as to the comparative effects of thin-

ning and of heading these older
branches. Let us analyze the situation

briefly. It is obvious that either head-
ing-back into, say, a three-year-old
growth or cutting it out entirely (thin-

ning) would remove all the shoot
growth that it produced the past season.

Therefore, the two operations would
efl'ect exactly the same reduction in

lateral and terminal leaf buds on
shoots. Theoretically, then, the two
operations should have the same effect

on new-shoot formation and upon new
fruit-spur formation—greatly reducing
both. Probably the effects of the two
operations are almost identical in their

check to new-spur formation; but in

many cases such a heading-back would

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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not result in such a complete check to

new-shoot growth, for the stub left is

very apt to produce new shoots, or
watersprouts, from dormant or adventi-

tious buds. These watersprouts may
fall short of, or may exceed in amount,
depending upon conditions, the shoot
growth that normally would have been
produced from the new wood (shoot
growth) of the headed limb. On the
other hand, thinning of older wood is

not apt to stimulate the production of

such new-shoot growth.
.It is evident that a thinning of two-

year-old or older limbs will result in

admitting to the interior of the tree a

larger amount of light than would re-

sult from a heading of the same limbs.

Heading-back into two-year-old or
older wood may operate to let a larger

amount of light into the tree than
would be able to enter were no pruning
afforded, but it is plain that it opens up
a tree to a much less extent than a cor-

responding thinning. This being true,

it is reasonable to expect the fruit spurs
left in the tree to respond much more
directly to a thinning than to a heading
of the older limbs. Naturally this re-

sponse is found in increased vigor and
in greater fruit-bud formation. Fur-
thermore, the fruits that develop in the
interior of the tree will be better col-

ored on account of their better supply
of light.

Application to Pruning Practice

From what has been said it might be
inferred that thinning only is to be rec-

ommended, because thinning exerts a

much more favorable influence than
heading upon the production of fruit

spurs and fruit buds and upon the col-

orling of the fruit. However, these are
not the only things in which the grower
is interested. There are many other
features of tree growth that must be
given proper consideration. It is pos-
sible that at least some kinds of thin-

ning might be carried to such an ex-
treme that the result would be a very
"rangy" tree, a tree unable to support
its fruit without an undue amount of
propping. Here is where attention must
be given to the matter of training—to

the question of form or shape.
Nevertheless, the principles that have

been brought out have a bearing upon
pruning practice; and they must be kept
in mind constantly if the best possible
results are to be obtained. Some trees,

particularly those just coming into
bearing, trees from four to eight years
of age, have too few fruit spurs to bear
the size of crop they could easily carry.
With them the method of pruning to

employ is one that will develop quickly
an adequate fruit-spur system. Other
trees, young or old, possess enough
spurs for heavy fruit production, but
they are weak and vegetative. They do
not produce fruit buds and flowers.
With them the pruning treatment should
be such as will invigorate and make
more productive the spurs that they
possess. Still other trees, generally
those that have been in bearing a num-
ber of years, have too many fruit

spurs—more than they can care for
properly. These spurs rob each other
of food and water and, more especially,

Building Service into

the Caterpillar Tractor

The "Caterpillar" Tractor is built

for service— everyday, depend-
able service,regardless ofweather
or ground conditions.

That sort of service is insured by correct design,

by careful construction, by proper choice of ma-

terials—some of manganese bronze, some drop-

forged, some case-hardened—each selected for

the special work it must do. And into the con-

struction of every "Caterpillar" Tractor goes Holt

experience of 35 years in manufacturing.

The results are:—exceptionally low operating and
upkeep costs, long life, higher efficiency and big-

ger profits-'Caterpillar" Tractor owners will testify

that the purchase of this tractor is an mvestment
that pays big returns. Send for complete "Cater-

pillar" Tractor information.

CATERPILiAR

The House of Rex
The Institution in Spray Manufacturing

Founded Upon Quality and
Developed by Experience

The Right Articles

The Right Service

The Hight Price

Write your nearest "REX" Company for prices and service.

Remember, from them you can obtain a
" 'REX' FOR EVERY ILL."

Yakima Rex Spray Company, Yakima, Wash.

Wenatcliee Rex Spray Company, Wenatchee, Wash.

Payette Valley Rex Spray Company, Ltd., Payette, Idaho
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Ridley,Houlding&Co.
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON

Points to remember when consigning

apples to the London" Market

Specialists in

Apples
CABLE ADDRESS: BOTANIZING. LONDON

LESLIE] BUTLER, President
TRUMAN BUTL^IR, Vice President
C. H. VAUGHAN, Casliier

Member Federal Reserve System

Butler Banking Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Capital . $100,000.00

4% Interest Paid in our
Savings Department

THE OliDEST BANK IN HOOD RIVER VAXIiEY

EW.BALTESAND
COMPANY
Printers - Binders
Unexcelled facilities for the production of Catalogues, Book-
lets, Stationery, Posters and Advertising Matter. Write us

for prices and specifications. Out-of-town orders executed

promptly and accurately. We print BETTER FRUIT.

CORNER FIRST AND OAK STREETS
PORTLAND, OREGON

light. The method of dealing with this

problem is obvious. Other old trees

continue to produce good crops each
year, but the bearing is rapidly shifting
from the center of the tree to its upper
and outer portions so that great strain

is put upon the limbs and crotches by
the load of fruit. There still are spurs
in the interior of the tree, but they are

weak and unproductive. The problem
is to make them productive again and
thus to shift a part of the load to a

location where it can be held better and
thinned, sprayed and picked more eco-

nomically. No one pruning practice, as,

for instance, thinning-out or heading-
back is the means of solving all these

problems. It may take thinning-out

alone to handle one of them, heading-
back alone to handle another, a certain

combination of the two to handle a

third, and a still different combination
to handle the fourth. The thing to re-

member is that one series of results is

reasonably certain to follow the one
practice and that a quite different series

of results will follow the other practice.

The wrong pruning practice for any of

the problems presented is apt to make
conditions worse rather than to im-
prove them.
As a kind of practical summary to

what has been said the following sug-

gestion is made. As each tree is ap-

proached by the pruner or by the per-

son who is to decide upon the pruning
treatment it is to receive these ques-

tions should at once occur to him: (1)

Wrhat is needed to develop further or

to correct its form? What does it need
in the way of training? (2) Does it

possess too few or too many frui

spurs? (3) Are its fruit spurs, particu-

larly those in the lower and interior

portions of the tree, strong and vigor-

ous and sufTiciently productive? "With

each of these questions in their turn

answered correctly and with a knowl-
edge of how the two pruning practices

that have been discussed operate to in-

fluence shoot, fruit-spur and fruit-bud

production, it is believed that approxi-

mately correct training and pruning
may be done—pruning that will make
the tree and efficient producer of high-

grade fruit.

SEEDS
oVER a quarter centurv

u the recognized

SEED
HEADQUARTERS
of the Northwest is our

j^iuarantce of

[Satisfactory

,
Service

"Buckeye"
Incubators

ud Brooder Stoves

Diamond
Poultry Foods

Bee Supplies

Fertilizers
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Downright Good Service
—is built into the Bean line—from the wonderful little one-man Pony Duplex right up to the matchless

Bean Giant, the king of all sprayers.

Will it do the work right?

Will it do it inexpensively?

Will it stand up under hard field usage and do thework season after season—and season after season?

You'll get the answer—Yes—from any of the thousands of owners of

Bean Power Sprayers
These outfits are built complete under one roof, from the raw pig iron to the finished rig. The

only exception to this is the engine—we equip all our power outfits with the NOVO, because we couldn't

build a better sprayer engine.

Every Bean part is accurately machined and finished—and every part fits its corresponding part

perfectly.

Bean Power Sprayers are built like a high-grade automobile. That's why they wear and wear
and wear—and are in good serviceable condition long after cheap assembled outfits would have been
consigned to the scrapheap.

We are placing extra large stock of repair parts and
extras in Portland and other Northwest points, so as to take

care of all of our customers and avoid delays in shipping.
Bean Spray Guns

Bean

Spray Guns

Entirely eliminate the use of

spray rods. One man can spray
as rapidly and more
efficiently with this

gun than two or

three men with or-

dinary spray rods

or nozzles.

Throw a full penetrating
fog or a long distance spray.
The operator can stand in

one place and spray from bottom to the top
of trees or vica versa, simply by turning the
handle of the;gun, thusjregulating the force
of the spray.

Built' in tworsizes:

Bean Giant Gun—Capacity 6^ gallons per minute
Bean Pony Gun—Capacity 314 gallons per minute

Send for descriptive literature.

Send for Catalog
It illustrates and describes the entire Bean line

of Hand and Power Sprayers, Hose, Nozzles, Fit

tings, Sprayer Parts, etc. It describes in detail

the 10 distinctive features that put the Bean
into a class by itself.

Bean Spray

Pump Co.

Bean Spray

Pump Co.

213 W. Julian St.

San Jose, Cal.

12 Hosmer St., Lansing, Mich.

Gentlemen: Please send me
your new complete catalog

No. 30. I have

acres of-

213 West Julian St.

San Jose,

California

and am interested in

HAND PUMPS ACCESSORIES..
POWER SPRAYERS

Name..
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The World Our Orchard

PRIVATE SALEvsAUCTION
Experience has demonstrated clearly the manifold advantages

of sale by private treaty, which method is now acknowledged

on all sides to show more satisfactory results than the auction.

Assuming that you are anxious to dispose of your fruit in

the best possible manner and to the best possible advantage we,

as PRIVATE SALESMEN, have no hes'itency in laying our

claim before you.

Whether you prefer to sell your fruit on an outright f.o. b.

basis or prefer to have it handled for your own account on a

consignment basis, both of which methods are entirely agree-

able to us, the fact remains that the firm of

Steinhardt & Kelly
101 PARK PLACE
NEW YORY

is in position to give you the best possible service. O ur reputation of

^^Never HavingTurned DownA Car"
although practically 90% of our business is done on an outright

purchase basis, is a record of which we feel deservedly proud.

OurMarket The World
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